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ABSTRACT 
This thesis addresses stable inversion based output tracking control and its appli­
cations to robotic systems. It considers the non-causal invertibility (stable inversion) 
problem of control systems in its various aspects including properties of stable inverses 
and algorithms for constructing stable inverses. Then, the stable inversion approach is 
applied to solve a control problem of long-standing interest: output tracking control for 
non-minimum phase nonlinear systems. 
A minimum energy property of stable inverses is firstly established. The property 
claims that given any desired output trajectory, out of infinitely many possible inverse 
solutions, the one provided by the stable inversion process is the only one that has 
finite energy. Based on this property, a numerical procedure is developed to provide axi 
efficient approach to construct stable inverses. 
Secondly, a new output tracking control design is developed. The design incorpo­
rates stable inverses and zissumes a controller structure of feed-forward plus feedback. 
It achieves high precision tracking together with closed-loop stability. Furthermore, 
when system uncertainties are considered and assumed to satisfy the so-called "match­
ing conditions", a modified controller structure is presented and the corresponding robust 
tracking performance is discussed. 
Finally, the stable inversion based tracking control design is applied to three flexible 
robotic systems. The first study is output tracking control of a flexible-joint robot. The 
application demonstrates how the new design deals with the imdesirable non-minimum 
phase property and achieves desired output tracking. The second application is tip 
ix 
trajectory tracking for a two-flexible-link manipulator. This thesis, for the first time, 
addresses the problem of stable tip trajectory tracking without any transient or steady-
state errors for such non-minimum phase systems. In the third application, a new 
optimal motion control strategy for a flexible space robot is presented. The space robot 
system is assumed to consist of a two-link flexible manipulator attached to rigid space­
craft. Optimality is in the sense that a performance index measured by maneuvering 
time, control effort, and structural vibrations is minimized while the interference from 
the manipulator to spacecraft is kept satisfactorily small. 
Studies on three applications demonstrate that the stable inversion based control 
design is very effective on output tracking for various robotic systems. This approach 
is expected to perform equivalently well for maxiy other realistic non-minimum phase 
nonlinear systems. 
1 
CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
As enormous computing power of microprocessors and computers is becoming avail­
able to control theorists ajid engineers, higher and higher quality performance is being 
demanded from control systems. This hzis led to better modeling of complex dynamic 
systems and control systems design incorporating features of the better models. De­
tailed modeling often results in highly nonlinear descriptions of physical systems. This 
imposes considerable limitations on the ability to use traditional linear control systems 
even though linear control theory has achieved a high degree of maturity. Only within 
a limited operating range may some physical systems be approximated by linear models 
based on which linear controllers are designed. Therefore, there has been a great deal 
of emphasis on nonlinear control systems. Because they are designed based on the com­
plete nonlinear description of system dynamics, nonlinear control systems are expected 
to provide better performance. 
1.1 Problem Statement 
System inversion, eis an approach to nonlinear control, provides a systematic control 
systems design technique. Control systems design via the system inversion approach 
explores a fundamental property, the (right) invertibility property, of control systems. 
This property means the ability of a control system to reproduce an arbitrary prescribed 
trajectory at the output by manipulating the control input (and the initial states). 
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It is known for a long time that inverse systems have been used to solve numerous 
control problems such as disturbance decoupling, model matching, and minimal real­
izations. Furthermore, the inversion problem is especially of direct interest in servo, 
output tracking, and feed-forward control. However, being causal solutions in classi­
cal inversion, inverse controls axe necessarily unstable for those systems with unstable 
zero dynamics, the non-minimum phase systems. Many important engineering systems 
such as airplane flight control, rocket autopilot, and motion control of flexible robots 
are known to be nonlinear and of non-minimum phase. Therefore, stable inversion, a 
non-causal approach to system inversion, which investigates possibly bounded inverse 
controls for both minimum and non-minimum phase systems, is becoming of significant 
importance for such engineering systems. 
For this reason, we in this thesis consider the non-causaJ invertibility problem (stable 
inversion) of control systems in its various aspects including properties of stable inverses 
and algorithms to construct the stable inverse solutions. Then, the stable inversion 
approach is applied to solve a control problem of long-standing interest: output tracking 
control for non-minimum phase nonlinear systems. 
Generally speaJcing, the output tracking control problem is to design a control system 
such that the system output follows or "tracks" a prescribed reference trajectory (as a 
function of time) as closely as possible. In the meantime, all internal and external signals 
of the closed-loop control system connecting both physicaJ system and controller remain 
stable. The overall performance of an output tracking control system is based on the 
ability of the system output to robustly respond to the reference signal despite possible 
changes in the system parameters or unmodeled dynamics, as well as the presence of 
external disturbances. 
It hzis long been recognized that the non-minimum phase property of systems is a 
major obstacle in output tracking control. A system is of non-minimum phase if there 
exists a (nonlinear) feedback that can hold the system output identically zero while 
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the intemaJ dynaxnics become unstable [29]. In the linear case those are the systems 
with unstable zeros. By incorporating stable inversion, this thesis aims at solving the 
problem of output tracking control for a class of non-minimum phase nonlinear systems 
with smooth dynamics and ciffine in control input. For the first time, a systematic output 
tracking design approach for such non-minimum phase systems is successfully applied 
to output tracking and motion control of various flexible robotic systems. 
1.2 Outline of the Thesis 
The outline of the thesis is as follows. 
Chapter 2 is intended to serve as aji introduction to stable inversion as well as its 
relevant background information. We start by briefly reviewing recent publications on 
invertibility problem of control systems and the theory of nonlinear differential geomet­
ric control. Veirious design approaches currently used in output tracking control are 
discussed. With a brief description of notations from differential geometry which are 
used throughout the thesis, we introduce the stable inversion theory by presenting its 
framework and some of its most important results. 
Chapter 3 presents one of the main contributions of the thesis. It establishes a 
minimum energy property for stable inverses, the inverse solutions by stable inversion. 
The property claims that given any desired output trajectory, out of infinitely many 
possible inverse solutions, the one provided by the stable inversion process is the only 
one that has finite £2(—oo.+oo)-norm. Based on this property, a numerical procedure 
is developed to provide an efficient method to construct stable inverses by constructing 
and solving an optimal control problem. The problem searches for the minimum energy 
control among all exact-output-reproduction inputs. It is solved via an iteration on 
linearization, discretization, and pseudo-inversion processes. 
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Chapter 4 deals with output tracking control incorporating stable inverses. We de­
velop a systematic design approach for the stable inversion based tracking controller 
which is expected to drive system output to accurately track prescribed trajectories in 
output and to maintain boundedness of ail intemai and external signals. Performance of 
asymptotic tracking and e-tracking as defined in the thesis is established for the proposed 
tracking control system. A robustness result is also presented for system dynamics with 
uncertainties satisfying the so-called "matching conditions". 
Chapter 5 applies the tracking control design developed in Chapter 4 to output 
tracking control of a single-link flexible-joint robot system. After development of forward 
system dynamics using the Lagrange's method, we define a stable inversion problem for 
such robot system. It is followed by construction of the stable inverse solution to the 
problem. Then, an output tracking controller incorporating the stable inverse with only 
partial state measurement is designed. A simulation study demonstrates the effectiveness 
of the design approach in dealing with the very undesirable non-minimum phase property 
of this robot system and in achieving desired output tracking performance. 
Chapter 6 is an application on tip trajectory tracking using stable inversion for a 
two-link flexible manipulator. .A.fter a review of recent works published on modeling and 
control of robot manipulators, equations of motion are first developed using the assumed 
modes technique for a two-link flexible manipulator with tip position as output. From 
that, an inverse model is derived and a two-point boundary value condition is set up. 
This condition guarantees that the inverse solution for a given desired tip trajectory 
will be stable regardless of the fact that a flexible manipulator is a non-minimum phase 
system. The stable inverse solution is then used as a feed-forward signal together with 
a joint-angle stabilizing feedback to an output tracking controller. Excellent output 
tracking is achieved without any transient or steady-state errors. In a simulation study, 
simulation results compare very favorably against the performance of the well-known 
computed torque method. 
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Chapter 7 presents a new optimal motion control strategy using stable inversion for 
a flexible space robot system. The system consists of a two-link flexible mainipulator 
attached to rigid spacecraft floating in space. Optimality is in the sense that a perfor­
mance index measured by meineuvering time, control effort, and stnicturaJ vibrations is 
minimized while the interference from the arm to spacecraft is kept satisfactorily small. 
After introducing forward system dynamics, the optimal motion control is formulated as 
a nonlinear optimal control problem. The problem is then reorganized into two stages. 
The inner-stage is cin unconstrained exact output tracking problem that is automati­
cally solved by applying stable inversion. The two-stage problem is then reduced to 
the outer-stage optimal trajectory planning problem. A suboptimal solution is pursued 
that leads to a planned tip trajectory. A stable inversion based output tracking con­
troller is designed that drives the robot to track the planned trajectory. The controller 
assumes only joint-angle measurement and joint-torque control, but not any forces from 
spacecraft. 
Conclusions are finally given in Chapter 8. It summarizes the contributions of the 
research presented in this thesis. Possible future work on improvement and e.xtensions 
of current studies is also discussed. 
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CHAPTER 2 STABLE INVERSION 
Stable inversion is by definition a part of the invertibility problem of control sys­
tems. It addresses the non-causal inversion of nonlinear (and lineax) systems from the 
perspective of nonlinear differential geometric control theory. The introduction of sta­
ble inversion into the control world is motivated by the challenging problem of output 
tracking control for non-minimum phase nonlinear systems. Advances on aJl these three 
areas, system invertibility, differential geometric control, and output tracking, conse­
quently pave the way to the development of stable inversion. 
2.1 Literature Review 
2.1.1 Invertibility of control systems 
For every control system there is an input/output map associated with some pre­
scribed initial conditions. The question of the (right) invertibility is essentially that of 
the surjectivity of this map. This fundamental problem has been extensively studied for 
over three decades. It was first attacked by Brockett and Mesarovic [6] in the mid-1960s. 
Later on. an easy-to-follow step>-by-step procedure called Structure Algorithm [53] was 
developed by Silverman to construct (causal) inverses for a class of multivariable linear 
systems. Systematic studies of the invertibility problem for nonlinear systems began 
with Hirschom's papers [25, 26, 27] in the late-1970s in which linear results were ex­
tended to nonlinear real-anaJytic systems. Singh in his papers [54, 55, 56] had obtained 
similar results on the development of nonlinear generalization of the Structure .A.lgorithm 
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as well cis its applications. There have also been other attempts in applying vajious tech­
niques such as the differential algebraic approach [18, 19, 16] by Fliess and the geometric 
method [44, 45] by Nijmeijer. For discrete-time control systems, the inversion problem 
Wcis addressed in an early paper [51] by Sain and Meissey and later on by El Asmi and 
Fliess in their paper [17] and by Grizzle's paper [24]. A rather thorough treatment in 
this discrete-time case of the inversion problem and its applications to systems synthesis 
Ccin be found in a recently published book [34] by Kotta. 
2.1.2 Nonlinear differential geometric control 
While much of the materied on the theory of nonlinear geometric control can be traced 
to recent publications, it is well collected and presented in two books. Nonlinear Control 
Systems [29] by Isidori and Nonlinear Dynamical Control Systems [47] by Nijmeijer and 
van der Schaft. Nonlinear systems with affine input have in particular attracted much 
attention. A paper [28] published in 1983 by Hunt, Su. and Meyer was one of the 
early widely recognized works dealing with exact state linearization by using feedback 
and coordinate transformation. Issues of input-output linearization and input-output 
decoupling were discussed in many papers including [31] by Isidori et al., [58] by Singh 
and Rugh, and [57] by Singh. The concept of zero dynamics plays a key role in the 
differential geometric control. The relation of the zero dynamics to transmission zeros 
in linear systems Wcis introduced in papers [32, 35] by Isidori et al. A related notion 
of zeros at infinity was discussed in a paper [46] by Nijmeijer and Schumacher. Recent 
advances of differential geometric control theory have provided a solid theoretic bcisis 
for the development of the stable inversion theory. 
2.1.3 Output tracking control 
The problem of asymptotic output tracking control for linear time-invariant systems 
was solved early in 1970s and summarized as the Internal Model Principle [21] by Fran­
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cis and Wonham. Interested readers may refer to papers [13] by Davison ajid [20] by 
Francis for additionzd references. Based on the differential geometric control theory, 
the matrix equations defining asymptotic tracking controllers for linear systems were 
translated into nonlinear partial differential equations lately by Isidori cind Byrnes [30] 
to deal with tracking control for nonlineax systems. This approach, known as nonlinear 
regulation, uses a controller structure of feed-forwaxd plus feedback and provides zero 
steady-state error output tracking for a class of reference trajectories generated from 
given autonomous exosystems. The feed-forward signal is obtained by solving a set of 
partial differential equations of the same order as that of the forward dynamics. The 
feedback is an exponentially stabilizing control law. A application of this regulation 
approach to a flexible robot manipulator for tip trajectory tracking can be found in a 
paper [15] by De Luca and Siciliano. Besides the numerical tractability of nonlinear 
partial differential equations, a major concern is the possibly large transient error that 
is not controlled in this regulation approach. 
The transient behavior can be precisely controlled by using a classical inversion based 
output tracking control approach [26, 54]. This approach assumes the same controller 
structure of feed-forward plus feedback as that used by the regulation approach. The 
same stabilizing feedback is used. The feed-forward signal is, however, generated by 
solving an inverse system as an initial value problem for a given output function. For 
minimum phase systems, this approach has been successfully used in designing output 
tracking control systems. Inversion beised control of robot manipulators can be found 
in papers [14] by De Luca and Siciliano and [37] by Madhavan and Singh and many 
others. For flight control applications, see publications by Wise [64], Morton [42], and 
Azam and Singh [1] for examples. In addition to the basic system invertibility problem, 
the fundamenteil difficulty of this inversion based tracking control is the phenomenon of 
unbounded inverse control signals generated for non-minimum phase systems. 
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2.2 Stable Inversion 
2.2.1 Characterization and preliminaries 
Stable inversion, expected to play a key role in achieving high precision output track­
ing control for non-minimum phase nonlinear systems, was introduced to the control 
world lately by Chen and Paden [11, 12]. It considers multivariable nonlinear control 
systems of the following state-space form 
X = fix) + ^ gi{x)ui, (2 .1 )  
:=1 
yi = hiix), 1 < i <m. (2.2) 
In a more compact form, it can be written as 
X = fix) + g{x)u, (2.3) 
y = /i(x), (2.4) 
where system state x is defined on an open neighborhood of the origin of R" and u G R"" 
and y € R"^. It is assumed that fix) and giix) for i = 1,2, ...,m are smooth vector 
fields and /i,(x) for i = 1.2 m are smooth functions defined on the neighborhood 
with /(O) = 0 and /i(0) = 0. 
The clciss (2.3)-(2.4) describes a large number of physical systems of interest in many 
engineering applications, including of course linear systems. For such systems, the stable 
inversion problem can be stated as follows. 
Definition 1 (Stable Inversion Problem) Given any smooth reference output trajectory 
yd with compact support (Assumption 2), find a bounded control input Ud and a bounded 
state trajectory Xd such that uj —)• 0 and Xd 0 as t ±oo and their image by the 
input/output map of the control system (2.3)-(2.4) is exactly yd-
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The pair (x<i, Ud) is the stable inverse solution for a given reference output xjd. It is called 
stable inverse because of the boundedness and convergence provided by the definition. 
We also call xj, the desired state trajectory and Ud the nominal control input. 
For convenience, notations from differential geometry are used throughout this thesis. 
With N {1,2,...} eind y:R"—we define 
r =' [ri.r,,... ,r„|''€ N", (2.5) 
(2-6) 
For  / i :1R"—/:R"—>-R",  and  £r=[^ i , . .  . ,5m]  wi th  >-R" ,  we  def ine  
L}h [LyhuL'-/h2,...,L'fhrr,f, (2.7) 
L^h = [Lg,h,L,,h,...,Lg,h]- (2-S) 
where the notation L'^'h{ and so on axe defined as follows. 
For a real-vaJued function /i, and a vector field / both defined on an open neigh­
borhood of the origin of R", the function called the derivative of A, along / is defined 
cLS 
L,hdx) ^f(x) = ± (2.9) 
at each x of the neighborhood. By taking the derivative of /i. first along a vector field / 
and then along another vector field gj, we define a new function 
L„L,hM = ^^^ft(x). (2.10) 
Thus, Ujhi{x) satisfies 
diVr'-hiix]) 
^  " /W.  (2.11)  
with L°hi{x) = hi{x). 
For the time being, only systems of the form (2.3)-(2.4) with a well-defined relative 
degree are considered. Using the notations introduced, this cissumption can be stated 
as follows. 
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Assumption 1 The nonlinear system in the form of (2.3)-(2.4) has a well-defined vec­
tor relative degree r G at the origin, i.e. in an open neighborhood of the origin, 
(i) for all 1 < i < m, for all 1 < i < m, for all Q < k < ri — 1. and for all x. 
L,^L'}hi(x) = 0; 
(ii) the following mxm matrix is nonsingular at the origin x = 0: 
(2.12) 
def 0{x) = L,LY'h{x) = 
... L,^Ly-'h,{x) 
L,,L'-/''h2{x) ... L,^LJ-'h-,{x) 
(2.13) 
L,^LY''h^{x) ... L.^L'-f-'hrr^ix) 
It is noticed that the number r,- is exactly the number of times one has to differentiate 
the ith output t/,(x) in order to have at least one component of the input vector u 
explicitly appearing. It is also noticed that because the control u does not appear in 
output  equat ion  (2 .4) ,  we  have  r ,  >  1  for  a l l  i  = 1,2 , . . . .  m.  
In the definition of the stable inversion problem, we require the reference output 
trajectory to have compact support. This requirement can be stated as follows. 
Assumption 2 The reference output trajectory is a sufficiently smooth function of 
time satisfying yd{t) = 0 for all t < Iq and t >tf where tf > to are both finite. 
The results of stable inversion reviewed in this section can be extended with little 
effort to cover reference trajectories whose first derivatives have compact support. This 
extension covers a large class of realistic trajectories. For those trajectories, all contri­
butions of the thesis from Chapter 3 to Chapter 7 remain valid except for Theorem 4. 
The only additional requirement in addition to the assumptions stated throughout the 
thesis is that r, > 2 corresponding to the output component i with such extension. 
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2.2.2 Construction of stable inverses 
Under Assumption 1, system dynamics (2.3) can be partially linearized [29]. To do 
this, we define 
f  =  [ e i . c F  
= yi'-'T- (2.14) 
In the trivial case when hr^ =n, the dynamics can be completely linearized by 
a state feedback and the inversion problem becomes a kinematic or aJgebraic inversion. 
Hence, it is eissumed that rtH \-rm<n. Choose tj such that 
=  [0f (x) ,0 j (x) ]^  =  $(x)  (2 .15)  
forms a local coordinate transformation with $(0) = 0. To qualify eis a change of 
coordinates, $(x) should be chosen such that it has a Jacobian matrix that is nonsingular 
at the origin. In the new coordinate, dynamics equation (2.3) becomes 
fl = 
fr.-l = e. (2.16) 
t, = 
i = ri) + T1)U, 
for 2 = 1,2,..., m. In a more compact form, it is equivalent to 
= (2,17) 
V = + PM.V)'', (2.18) 
where 
a({,>,) « £}A($-'({,>))), (2.19) 
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m.n) = - 1 /  
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
and Q," and /?,- are the ith row of a() and /3() respectively. 
Let yd be any prescribed output trajectory. Set y{t) = yd[t)- Then, we immediately 
have 
def r .. _• .,('"1-1) (rj-l) 
^  =  U  =  [ y d i , •  •  • ,  V d i  % y < f 2 ,  •  •  • ,  V d i  
and = y^j\ Solving for u from equation (2.17), we obtain 
( rm-DiT 
ydm (2.23) 
(2.24) 
The invertibility of /?() is guaranteed by Assumption 1. Upon substituting (2.24). equa­
tion (2.18) becomes the so-caJled reference dynamics: 
(2.25) 
where 
c def = ^d 
piid.v) = o^rji^d.T]) + 0r,{^d,r])0 \U^T])[y][' -a{^d,v)\-
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
Reference dynamics (2.25) together with equation (2.24) constitutes inverse system dy­
namics for given yd. When yd = 0 (and consequently ^d = 0), the reference dynajnics 
becomes autonomous zero dynamics: 
V = pio,v)- (2.28) 
It is interesting to notice that the linecir approximation of the zero dynamics (2.28) 
at 77 = 0 coincides with the zero dynamics of the lineax approximation of the entire 
system (2.3)-(2.4). In other words, the linear approximation at r/ = 0 of the zero 
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dynamics has eigenvaiues which coincide with the zeros of the trcinsfer function of the 
linear approximation at x = 0 of the entire system. 
The zero dynamics (2.28) corresponds to the dynamics describing the "internal" 
behavior of the system when input and initial conditions have been chosen in such 
a way as to constrain the output to remain identically zero. Nonlinear systems with 
unstable zero dynamics axe said to have non-minimum phase. 
It is noticed that the reference dynamics does become the zero dynamics for t outside 
the compact interval [<o, i/] (by Assimaption 2). 
Assumption 3 The linear approximation at t j  = 0 of the zero dynamics (2.28) has no 
eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. 
In other words, the assumption requires that the zero dynamics has a hyperbolic equi­
librium point at the origin. 
Theorem 1 (See Chen and Paden [12] for a proof.) Under Assumptions 1-3, the stable 
inversion problem has a solution if and only if the following two-point boundary value 
problem has a solution 
where W" andW are respectively the invariant unstable manifold and the stable manifold 
of the zero dynamics (2.28). 
The solution of this two-point boundary value problem rjd will provide a way to compute 
the stable inverse pair (x^.u^) through the inverse coordinate transformation of (2.15) 
and equation (2.24) which is the output equation of inverse dynamics: 
(2.29) 
subject to 
riito) € W" 
77(f / )eW% 
(2.30) 
Xd = ^ H^d.rid), (2.31) 
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Ud = 3 - a(xrf) ]. (2.32) 
The properties of existence ajid uniqueness of stable inverses are given by the follow­
ing theorem. 
Theorem 2 (See Chen ajid Paden [12] for a proof.) Under Assumptions 1-3, the two-
point boundary value problem (2.29)-(2.30) locally has a unique solution. 
In a paper [9] by Chen, an approach was developed to solve the two-point boundary 
value problem (2.29)-(2.30) by iteratively linearizing the nonlinear problem into a linear 
time-varying problem at each iteration step. The lineax problem in each iteration is 
then solved by applying a method similar to the so-called Sweep Method [7] from linear 
quadratic optimal control. The main idea in this approach is to try to separate stable 
and unstable dynamics and then to integrate the stable part forward in time while to 
in tegra te  the  uns table  par t  backward  in  t ime.  The  procedure  wi l l  be  u t i l ized  in  a  t ip  
trajectory tracking design studied in Chapter 7. See Appendix A for more details on 
this algorithm. 
It is noticed that stable inversion designs a possibly non-causal inverse system for 
a given desired output trajectory. The non-causality comes from the fact that stable 
inverses are defined and of possible non-zero vaJues over the entire time horizon whereas 
the output functions are required to have compact support over [tQ,tf]. This non-
causality of the inversion process is perfectly fine from am engineering point of view 
because an inverse system is not a physical system but a general nonlinear map (from a 
given  output  to  an  input ) .  For  minimum phase  sys tems s tab le  invers ion  coinc ides  wi th  
the Hirschom's classical (causal) inversion. 
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CHAPTER 3 PROPERTIES OF STABLE INVERSES 
Stable inverses have some properties by definition: boundedness, convergence, and 
non-causality. The properties of existence, uniqueness, and continuous dependence on 
reference output trajectories can be established from Theorem 2 and its proof. In ad­
dition to these importeint features, energy quantity associated with the stable inverse 
solutions is studied in this chapter. 
3.1 Minimal Energy Properties 
The goal of this section is to establish that out of an infinite number of input and state 
trajectories that are capable of producing exactly a given output trajectory, the desired 
state trajectory and the nominal control input given by the stable inversion process is 
the only pair yielding a finite C2{—oo, -i-oo)-norm. This is a very important property of 
stable inversion. It immediately suggests its value in many applications where output 
tracking, input energy consumption, and internal vibrations are of concern. 
Before we start, we recall two standard theorems from theory of ordinary differential 
equations. Theorem 10 and Theorem 11. Both are quoted in Appendix B. Theorem 10 
concerns a local property of solutions on stable or unstable manifolds of a hyperbolic 
equilibrium point. The solutions are expected to approach the equilibrium point expo­
nentially. Theorem 11 addresses a local property of solutions that are on neither stable 
nor unstable manifolds of a hyperbolic equilibrium point. In this case, the solutions 
must leave a prescribed spherical neighborhood with center at the equilibrium point at 
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some finite time. 
In the proof of Theorem 3, these two theorems will be applied to the reference dy­
namics (2.29) for t < to ajid t >tf during which the dynamics becomes the autonomous 
zero dynajnics (2.28). With these preparations, we start by showing in Theorem 3 
that the boundary condition (2.30) ensures finite energy of the solution to the two-point 
boimdary value problem, but those not satisfying the boundary condition (2.30) all have 
infinite energy. 
3.1.1 Modes of reference dynamics 
Theorem 3 Suppose Assumptions 1-3 are all satisfied. Then, among all the solutions 
of the reference dynamics (2.29), the rj^ that satisfies the boundary condition (2.30) is 
the only one yielding a finite C2{—oo,-\-oo)-norm. 
Proof: By Theorem 2, Assumptions 1-3 guarantee the existence of a unique T]ti{ t )  for all 
t € (—oc.-l-oo). Consider 
/
+00 rto rtf r+oc 
\\T}d[t)\\ldt= \\Tld{t)\\ldt+ \\Tldit)\\\d-t+ j \\r]d{t)\\ldt. (3.1) 
'OO - J  —CO J  t o  J t f  
Since rjd is continuous, it is bounded over a compact interval. Denote 
«i = sup{ II ;7rf(0 II2 I t o < t < t f } .  (3.2) 
From the boundary condition (2.30) we have qd{tf) € W" for alH > since W is time 
invariant. By Theorem 10. there exist finite constants Qi > 0 and 3i > 0 such that 
lh<f(OI|2 < Qi||77d(^/) l|2exp{-/?i[f - f/]} 
< QiKi exp{—' i t > t j .  (3.3) 
Similarly the boundary condition (2.30) also implies that r^dito) € W" for all t < to and 
that there exist finite constants Q2 > 0 and 02 > 0 such that 
IhdfOlb < a2||r7i(fo)||2exp{/32[i-<o]} 
< Q2K1 e\p{(32{t - <o)}. Vf < to- (3.4) 
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Hence, 
f  <  f °  a l K l e x p { 2 ( 3 2 [ t - t o ] } d t  =  (3.5) 
y—oo J—OO ^P2 
f ' II Idit) \\\dt < K\[tf - to], (3.6) 
J t o  
/
+00 /•+00 Q.^K^ 
II nd{t) \ \ l  dt < <x\k{ exp{-2/?i[f - tj]} dt = (3.7) 
Substituting (3.5)-(3.7) into (3.1) we get 
/
+00 
II 77rf(0 II2 </< < Kt, <+00, (3.S) 
•00 
wliere the constant 
+ + (3.9) 
On the other hand, consider ajiy other solution T ] { t )  of equation (2.29) that does not 
satisfy the boundary condition (2.30). that is. 
r7(fo) ^ W" d L T i d / o r  ^ i t f ) ^ W .  
Suppose T j { t f )  ^  W ,  then T j { t )  ^ for aJl i due to the invariance of W®. VVe want 
to show that the £2(—+oo)-norm of this solution is infinite by showing 
r+°° 
/ lh(0 Il2<^^ =+00- (3.10) 
J t f  
Select a constant = 2^ > 0 as in Theorem 11. Without loss of generality, we assume 
that 11^7(0112 = 2^ is not an equilibrium since otherwise we immediately have (3.10). Let 
{tk. k = 1,2.3,..., tk+i > > i/} be the set of all time points at which t] enters the 
ball 5(^i). If this set is empty and r/(f/) € B{25), rj will leave the ball in finite time 
according to Theorem 11 emd stay outside for the rest of the time, or if T}{tf) ^ B{25) 
it will remain outside the baJl for all f > f/. In either case, equation (3.10) is obviously 
true. If the set is nonempty, we construct a new set k = 1,2,3,..., t^^i > h} 
as follows. Let t\ = ti and A = [fj, t[ + Ai]. Then find the first tj ^ /i in the tk set and 
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let <2 = ij ajid /a = [<2? ^2 + Continue this process until the tk set is exhausted. 
The constant At in this process is defined by 
n . (3.11) 
P i V d  ^ ^ d ^ r ]  e B(2(^))(0 Ih 
With this Af, it follows easily that || T ] { t )  ||2 >  S  for a h  t  E  I k  since || ||2 = 2^. 
Two situations need to be considered. First, the set t'f. contains finite number of 
points. By Theorem 11. T j { t )  will leave the ball in finite time after each Ik- Therefore 
the totaJ amount of time during which T ] { t )  is inside the bail is finite and during the 
rest of the time it is outside the ball, or, || T ] { t )  II2 > 26. Consequently, equation (3.10) 
is true. 
In the second situation, the set contains infinite number of points. In this case, 
noticing that ail these IkS are disjoint, we have 
r+oo r r 
I  \ \ i W \ \ l d t >  I  w n m w l d t i j ^  ( 3 . 1 2 )  
"I 4=1 
which is unbounded and implies equatioQ (3.10). 
•A. similar argument can be made when 17(^0) ^ W'. Hence, violating any part of the 
boundary condition (2.30) always leads to || rj ||£j(-oo,+oc) = 
• 
3.1.2 State and input trajectories 
Based on Theorem 3, we establish a minimum energy property of the desired state 
trajectory zj. The following technical assumption will be assumed in the proof of the 
property. 
Assumption 4 For any smooth reference output trajectory y^, the reference dynam­
ics (2.29) does not have a finite escape time. 
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Theorem 4 Suppose Assumptions 1-4 are all satisfied. Then, among the infinitely 
many state trajectories x which map exactly into a desired output trajectory y^, the 
Xd computed by Xd = r/d), where rjd is the solution of (2.29) subjected to (2.30), 
is the only one yielding a finite C2{—oo^ +<x)-norm. 
Proof: The inverse coordinate transformation Xd = with 0) = 0 is 
a local diffeomorphism which implies that ) is locally Lipschitz continuous. Since 
both (fj and rjd are bounded, there exists a suitable compact set over which there are 
Lipschitz constants ki and K2 such that 
II II^jC—oo,+oo) ^ '^lll ||£2(-oo.+oo) + '^211 Hd HcjC —oo,+oo) 
'^lll ^d ||£2[to.i/] '^zll ^d ||£2(—oo.+oo) • (3.13) 
Both terms on the right hand side axe finite by Assumption 2 and Theorem 3. Therefore, 
so is the L2[—oc. +oo)-norm of xj. 
Notice that any other state trajectories that map exactly into the reference trajectory 
yd{t) can be found by the change of coordinate x = where r/ is a solution of 
the reference dynamics (2.29) that does not satisfy (2.30). Since $( ) is also a local 
diffeomorphism, it is locally Lipschitz continuous in z. However, in this case neither x 
nor 77 can be guaxanteed to be small. To deal with this complication, let us divide R 
into Ii + Ig such that 
x { t )  6 B { 5 q) \/t 6 Ii, 
x { t ) ^ B { S o )  v t e i g ,  
for some small positive number Sq. If Ig is infinite, then || x ||£j(_oo.+oo) = 00 since 
||x(f)||2 > So for t € Ig. Now assimie Ig has finite measure. Let K3 be a Lipschitz 
constant of $() over B(So). Then for alH € // we have 
= ll^(a;)(0 II2 < «:3||x(/)||2. (3.14) 
2 ^(0 
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Hence, 
^ 1 
, l|x(()ll?rf ' 
'h 
IIX ||^(-„.+^, = [£" II i(<) Hi dt\' > [/j <) III <'«]'> ^ II -jW Hi </( 
/i  2 1 1 = -[oo-K,]^ = oo. (3.15) K3 K3 
Notice that in the last equation we used the results of Theorem 3 and Assumption 4 
that there is no finite escape time to the reference dynamics. Therefore, the integral 
over a finite domaiin Ig is a finite number Kx. Consequently, we have || x ||c2(-oo.+co) = 00 
in both situations of Ig having finite measure and infinite measure. 
To establish the minimum energy property of the nominal control input u^. we pose 
another technical assumption as follows. 
Assumption 5 On the zero dynamics manifold f = 0, 
( i )  0 { x )  * =  L g L y ^ h { x )  i s  g l o b a l l y  u n i f o r m l y  b o u n d e d ;  
(ii) given any ^ > 0. Af > 0. there exists an e{At,S) > 0 such that for all t, 
II n{T) II2 > S for all T e[tj + Ai] implies that 1| a(0, r/) ^ 
It is noticed from equation (2.17) that matrix 0{) is the high frequency gain from input 
to output which is bounded for any practical systems. Therefore, the first condition in 
the cissumption does not pose any practical constraints. The second condition is related 
to the system's observability. In the linear ca^e, if the zero dynamics is observable from 
q( ), then the condition is satisfied. 
Theorem 5 Suppose Assumptions 1-5 are all satisfied. Then, among all the control 
inputs u which would reproduce exactly the reference trajectory y^, the uj, computed by 
Ud = 3~^{^d,^d)[yd^ — oci^d-Vd)]- where 77^ is the solution of (2.29) subjected to (2.30), 
is the only one yielding a finite C2{—oo, +oo)-norm. 
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Proof: Recall that by definition the stable inverses are all bonnded. Denote 
Ki = sup{ II II2 I t o  < t  < t f } .  (3.16) 
Thus, 
r \\Mt)\\ldt<Kl[tf-to]. (3.17) 
As the reference trajectory is o f  c o m p ac t  s upport, we have for t ^ [<o-'/]t 
Ud = -!3~\0,T]d)ot{0,T]^). (3.IS) 
By smoothness we have that is locally Lipschitz continuous with re­
spect to T]d. From the boundedness of there exists an appropriate compact set over 
which there are Lipschitz constajits K2 and /C3 such that 
II Ud Ik2(-oo.to] = II nd)Oc{0,T)d) ||£j(-oo.to] < «2|| T]d | |£j(-oo.fo]. (3-19) 
||u<i||£2[i,,+oo) = ||^~^(0,T/<i)Q(0,77<i)||£,[t^.+oo) < K3\\T]d\\c:,[tf.+oo)- (3-20) 
Notice that in the above we have used the fact q(0,0) = 0 which is a consequence of 
/(O) = 0. Combining equations (3.17)-(3.20) we caxi conclude that the £2(—oo.+oo)-
norm of is of a finite value. 
Now consider any other control input u that also reproduce exactly the reference tra­
jectory. It is noticed that u can also be written as u = ^)]- where tj is 
a solution of (2.29) that does not satisfy the boundary condition (2.30). For t outside the 
compact interval [fo,^/]. we have s 0 and the input becomes u = -/?-i(0,77)a(0,r?). 
By .Assumption 5 on global uniform boundedness of the matrix 0{O,r]), there exists a 
finite constant K4, such that 
Assumption 5 assumes that there exists a positive constant e > 0 such that 
I I  o ( 0 '  n )  l l £ j [ f . t + A O  >  w h e n e v e r  | |  r ] { t )  I I 2  >  S .  
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Let 5 and Af be chosen as in the proof of Theorem 3. The rest of the proof shows 
II "H) IU2{-oo,+oo) = oo and it follows identically the same lines as in the corresponding 
paxt of the proof of Theorem 3. 
Therefore, we conclude from (3.21) that || u H^zC-oo.+oo) = +oo-
• 
It is noticed that even though the stable inverse is shown to be the only inverse 
solution pair yielding a finite £2(—oo,+oo)-norm, however, it is impossible in practice 
to work with the infinite horizon (—oo,+oo). Instead, a finite interval [io-^/] will be 
u s e d  w h e r e  t o  <  t o  a n d  i j  >  t j .  
Let Uinv be ciny control input defined on [io, i f] and it produces y { t )  = y d { t )  on [io- i /]. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 5, we have the following result. 
Corollary 1 Given any finite Sm > 0. theTe exists a finite tm > 0 such that for all 
to ^ to tjji and t j ^ tj 
II lUzpo.f/l - II lUapo,?/] > (3.22) 
It is noticed that in order for this corollary to be true, the interval has to be 
large enough. In this sense, the nominal control input uj is the minimum energy control 
among all exact-output-reproduction inputs. 
3.2 An Algorithm to Stable Inverses 
The solution of the two-point boundary veJue problem (2.29)-(2.30) provides a 
way to compute the stable inverse pair through the inverse coordinate transforma­
tion (2.31) and inverse output equation (2.32). However, integration of the reference 
dynamics (2.29) is still a nontrivial problem. The difficulty arises from the instability of 
the dynamics in both positive and negative time directions. 
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In this section, a numerical algorithm based on the minimum energy property of the 
nominal control input (Theorems 5) is developed to provide an approach to compute 
stable inverses. Without loss of generality we assume that the open-loop unforced dy­
namics of the systems (2.3)-(2.4) has been exponentially stabilized. See discussions in 
Section 4.1 for reasons of this generzilization. For simplicity, we aiso take a stronger 
assumption as follows. 
Assumption 6 The local linearization at the origin of the forward system (2.3)-(2.4) 
is completely reachable. 
3.2.1 Nominal control vs. optimal control 
Instead of solving the corresponding two-point boundary value problem (2.29)-(2.30), 
this numericcd procedure tries to approximate the nominal control input uj by a solution 
of an optimal control problem minimizing control input energy over a finite time horizon 
[io.tf], where to < ig, to < to, and if >tf. This optimal control problem is constructed 
as follows: 
Definition 2 (Optimal Control Problem I (OCP I)) 
= (3.23) 
subject to 
X  =  f i x )  - h  g { x ) u ,  x { i o )  = 0, 
y  =  h { x ) ,  (3.24) 
y i t )  =  y d { t ) ,  y t e [ t o J f ] ,  
where yd is a prescribed output trajectory satisfying Assumption 2. 
We claim that the £oo[^0i ^/]-norm of the error between an optimal solution u" to 
(OCP I) and the nominal control input Ud can be made arbitrarily small provided that 
to is chosen sufficiently small whereas if sufficiently large. 
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Lemma 1 Suppose Assumptions 1-6 are all satisfied. Then, there exists a finite t^ > 0 
such that for all to < to — tu and if > tj + t.u, 
u ' { t )  = w<i(0, Vf € [fo, i f ] .  (3.25) 
Proof: By Assiunption 6 on reachability of linearization, we conclude that the nonlinear 
system (2.3)-(2.4) is locally reachable neair the origin x = 0 [29]. That is, as long 
as II Xd{io) II2 is suflBciently small, we have xj(io) is reachable from x(fo) = 0. The 
smallness of || Xi(fo) II2 can be ensured by both the property of exponential decay of 
Xd(t) as f—>±00 (a consequence of exponential convergence of Tjj(t)) and the selection 
o f  t o  t o  b e  s u f f i c i e n t l y  s m a l l ,  s a y  i o  <  t o  —  f o r  a  f i n i t e  i ^ > 0 .  
Define 
§u =  { "  €  C ^ [ i Q j f ] \ u { t )  =  U d { t ) ,  W t  €  [ i o J f ]  }. (3.26) 
The reachability of X(i(ro) implies that there exists at least one E S„ satisfying the 
constraints (3.24) in (OCP I). 
The fact Ux^C^^oiif] implies that there exists a finite > 0 such that 
II ll^2[?o.«o] — (3.27) 
J^{Ux) = II Us |lc2[to,?^] ^ + II y-d I|£2[FO,/"/]- (3.28) 
From Corollary 1 there exists a finite > 0 such that (3.22) holds. Now choose 
tu = max{fu,^,n}- Then, for any and if >tf + tu, suppose u'(0 7^ Ud{t) for 
some t  € [fo, i/]. We in the rest of the proof aim to show that this assumption is not 
true. 
Because of constraint (3.24), u' is one of defined in Corollary 1. Thus, substi­
tuting u' into (3.22) we have 
II "* llcaftoJ/] ~ II IlLpo.i"/] ^ (3.29) 
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Then, 
J("") = II "• llLK..r,l ^  II «• llL(r..f,l > '5" + II lll(r..f,l- (3.30) 
From (3.28) and (3.30) we conclude that J { u ' )  > J { u x ) -  However, this can not be true 
since u' is aji optimal solution. Thus, we must have 
u'{t) = udit), Vf€[fo,i/]- (3.31) 
• 
From this lemma, u' and uj cire shown to be identical over the interval [for^/]-
Therefore, to establish the claim on closeness of u' and over [^o, i/], we only need to 
show the closeness of u" and uj over interval [fo^^o]-
By Lemma 1, the (OCP I) is reduced to the following optimal control problem which 
minimizes the performance index over the smaller interval [io, io]-
Definition 3 (Optimal Control Problem II (OCP II)) 
(3.33) 
subject to 
X  =  f { x )  +  g { x ) u t ,  x { i o )  = 0, 
x{io) = Xd{io). 
The nominal control input Ud and optimal solutions to the two optimal control problems 
(OCP I) and (OCP II) axe related as follows: 
{u - ( 0 ,  i o < t <  t o  _ (3.34) t o < t <  i f .  
Lemma 2 Suppose Assumptions 1-6 are all satisfied. Then, given any 5^ > 0, there 
exists a finite ts > 0 such that to < to — ts implies 
II - "d IU=c(«o.fo] < 
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Proof: When to is sufficiently small, both l[X(i(iQ)||2 and l|x<i(fo)||2 are small due to 
their exponential convergence to zero as t —oo. Thus, dynamic constraint (3.33) 
in the (OCP II) may be approximated by its first approximation at the origin. The 
constraint (3.33) then reads as 
X = AfX + BtUf x(fo) = 0, 
(3.36) 
x(<o) = X d { i o ) ,  
where 
d f { x )  
At — , anrf Bt = ^ (0). (3.37) 
=0 dx 
The analytical solution to this approximate linear optimal control problem with fixed 
final state x(fo) = Xd{io) is given by 
=  — ^ { i Q i t o ) x c i { t o ) ,  V f  6  [ ^ o r ^ o ] -  ( 3 . 3 8 )  
where 
^(^0,^0) = r 
J to 
Assumption 6 on system reachability guarantees the invertibility of G(fo, ^o)- By smooth­
ness of vector fields and functions of system dynamics, from (3.38) we conclude that there 
exists a finite constant /ci > 0 such that 
II "'(0 lloo = II "'(0 Hoc < «i||a;d(f) llooi Vf€[fo,i'o]- (3.39) 
On the other hand, by smoothness of l3~^{0^T)d)oc{0,T]d)-, the right hand side of equa­
tion (3.18), there exists a finite K2 > 0 such that 
II Udit) Hoc < K2II r j d i t )  Hoc, v< € [fo, fo]. (3.40) 
Since both X d { t )  and Tjd{ t )  exponentially approach zero as t  goes to negative infinity, 
both II u"(f) lloo and || Ud{t) ||oo are also exponentially decaying by (3.39) and (3.40). The 
conclusion follows immediately. 
• 
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3.2.2 An iterative approach to optimal control 
In order to construct an optimai solution u '  to (OCP I) to approximate u^. we taJce 
an iterative approach. At each iteration step, the forward system dynamics (2.3)-(2.4) 
is linearized along the solutions, both state and input trajectories, obtained from the 
immediately previous step and then discretized. Let uq and ni be the totaJ samples 
over intervals [fo^i/] and [io?^/] respectively. By a standard discretization approach, the 
(OCP I) becomes: 
Definition 4 (Optimal Control in Discretization (OCD)) 
no 
nun J d [ n )  =  | |  u," 
" t=i 
(3.41) 
subject to 
• 
(3.42) 
= AkXk + BkUk + Ek, Vfc = 1, 
zi  = 0,  
yk = CkXk + Dk, Vfc = no-ni + l,...,no, 
yk = ydfc, V/: = no - ni + 1 no. 
It happened that this optimization problem has a unique solution and can be solved via 
the Moore-Penrose generalized inversion approach [48] after some manipulations. 
Rewrite the constraint (3.42) in (OCD) as follows by both evaluating output yk at 
each sampling time as a linear combination of Uj's and Ej's with j < k and setting 
yk = ydk for aJl Vk in the interval [io, f/]: 
ydk — Ck[Bk-lUk-l + Ak-lBk-2Uk-2 + ' " Ak-l'Ak-2 • • • •A2BlUi] + 
+ A.k-iEk-2 + • • • + Ak-iAk-2 • • • •^2-f'i] + Dk, (3.43) 
Vfc = no — ni + 1,..., no. 
Let Y'd be the column vector formed by stacking the i/d^'s together, that is, y^k is the 
fcth block row of Vj. Similarly, let U be the colunm vector obtained by stacking the u^'s 
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together. Then, the set of rii equations of the form (3.43) can be written in a compact 
linear algebraic matrix equation 
Yd = MaU + M0. (3.44) 
It is noticed that there are more unknowns in U (dim(t/) = nom) than the number of 
equations (dim(yd) = nim) in (3.44). The well-defined relative degree guarantees that 
the matrix Mq has a full row rank eis long as uq — ni > max{ri,... Therefore, 
there axe infinitely many U which will solve the equation (3.44) and the minimum energ\' 
solution is given by 
U -  =  M i l Y j  -  M b ] ,  (3.45) 
where is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse matrix [48]. Then, forward time 
simulation on the linearization of the forward system dynamics (2.3) using the computed 
input U', equivaJently as a function of time, will generate the approximated state 
x' of the current step. Simulation stops when the states computed in the adjacent two 
steps are sufl5ciently close to each other. 
When the sampling period is taken to be sufficiently smaJl, the linear time-varying 
system, the linearization of the original forward system dynamics, can then be viewed 
as a time-invariant system within any one short sampling period. Thus, the computa­
tion of the transition matrices needed in obtaining the sampled-data systems in con­
straint (3.42)would be much simpler. This would greatly reduce the computing effort in 
the discretization at each iteration. It is also noticed that all matrices in (OCD) can be 
pre-computed for all k once the linearized forward system dynamics is known. 
The numerical procedure developed in this subsection is briefly summarized as fol­
lows: 
• Step 1: Set x ° { t )  =  0 and u°(0 = 0 for all t .  
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Step 2: Linearize the stabilized forward system dynamics along x°(f) and u°(f) 
and sample it to obtain (OCD). 
Step 3: Derive the linear algebraic equation (3.44) and compute optimal solution 
u' by (3.45). 
Step 4: Integrate the linearized dynamics using u' to obtain the corresponding 
state trajectory x'. 
Step 5: If is greater than a given threshold, then set i ° { t )  —  x ' ( t )  
and u°(f) = u ' ( t ) ,  go to step 2, else continue to step 6. 
Step 6: Set the nominal control input uj by the solution of step 3. 
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CHAPTER 4 TRACKING CONTROL SYSTEMS DESIGN 
The stable inverse pair (x^, Ud) by definition solves the exact output tracking problem. 
However, it is firstly noticed that for non-minimum phase systems, uj has to be applied 
at t = —CO which is practically impossible. Thus, left tail truncated inverse solutions 
have to be used. Secondly, the nonlinear system may be unstable. .A.ny perturbation 
could result in divergence from desired values for those unstable systems. Therefore, 
we are in this chapter exploring tracking control systems design incorporating stable 
inverses. 
Up to now stabilization of a general nonlinear system is still an open problem. Only 
for systems with certain properties or structures are there lineajization based and Lya-
punov based stabilization designs, .\nyhow. this is an independent topic of our system 
inversion study. Given a nonlinear system of the form (2.3)-(2.4). we assume that a 
stabilizing control law u = ~f{x) is known and it renders the origin of the closed-loop 
dynamics an exponentially stable equilibrium point. 
By using u = 7(x) -t- i/, the closed-loop dynamics of the stabilized system is then of 
the form 
4.1 Two Design Approaches 
X = f i x )  +  g { x )'r{ x )  - I -  g { x ) i / .  (4.1) 
y  = h { x ) .  (4.2) 
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It Ccm be easily verified that the original system (2.3)-(2.4) and the stabilized sys­
tem (4.1)-(4.2) have the identical relative degree vector. Both systems share the same 
coordinate transformation and have the same zero dynamics and reference dynamics. 
These identity results lead to the observation: (ij, u^) is the unique stable inverse pair 
for system (2.3)-(2.4) if and only if (x^, i/j) is the one for system (4.1)-(4.2) where 
i/d = Ud- lixd). (4.3) 
From this observation, there axe two equivalent approaches to our tracking control sys­
tems design as illustrated in Figure 4.1. 
Approach I Approach 11 
Figure 4.1 Two Equivalent Tracking Control Systems 
The first design is that the nonlinear system is stabilized and then stably inverted to 
obtain the stable inverse solution {xj, u^) for the stabilized system. The nominal control 
input is used to drive the stabilized system. This is Approach I. The second is 
that the stable inverse pair (xj, u^) is computed bcised on the original system. Then the 
controller assumes a structure of feed-forward plus feedback of the form 
u =  Urf+ 7(x)  - 7(xd) .  (4.4) 
This renders Approach II. 
Clearly, tracking control systems via both approaches result in the same closed-loop 
dynamics due to the relationship (4.3). Control systems with such closed-loop dynam­
ics achieve desired tracking performcince with closed-loop stability. The performance 
analysis is given zis follows. 
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4.2 Tracking Performance Analysis 
4.2.1 Tracking error dynamics 
We consider the case when the truncated nominal control input is applied starting 
at to = to — T. The closed-loop dynamics is then given by 
x  = /(x)+^(x)[ui+ 7(x)-7(xi)], x(io-r)=0, (4.5) 
y  = (4.6) 
On the other hand, by definition of stable inversion we have 
id = /(x<f)+fir(x<i)u<i, x(-cx3) = 0, (4.7) 
yd = hixd). (4.8) 
In this subsection, we show the following two results. The error (xe x — x^) dy­
namics is exponentially stable at the origin provided that both || lUocC-oo.+oo) a^d 
II IUcc(-oo,+oo) aje sufficiently small. The smallness requirement on the stable inverse 
pair is equivalent to require the smallness of the reference output trajectory measured 
I I  I I C o o C - o o . + o o ) -
Lemma 3 Suppose Assumptions 1-6 are all satisfied. Then, there exists a constant 
me > 0 such that both || Xd ||£«(-oo.+oo) < and || Ud ||coo(-oo.+oo) < imply that the 
zero error is an exponentially stable equilibrium point of the error xe-dynamics. 
Proof: Subtracting dynamics (4.7) from (4.5) we obtain the error dynamics 
X e  = /(x) - f { x d )  • \ - g { x ) [ u d  +  7(x) - 7(xi) ] - g { x d ) u d .  (4.9) 
Define 
F{x)'^= /(x) -1-p(x)7(x). (4.10) 
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The error dynamics (4.9) can be regrouped as follows: 
X e  =  F ( x e  +  x j )  -  F { x d )  +  [ g { x ^  +  x j )  - p ( x j ) ] [ u d -  7 ( x r f ) ] .  
By Taylors theorem, 
5 F ( X e  +  X d )  
(4.11) 
Xe = 
dxc X«=0 
Xe +  0( | |Xe | |^)  +  [ g { x ^  + X d )  -  g { x d ) ] [ u d  -  l { X d )  ]  
= AeXe + Ae(x<i)xe + C)(||Xe||^) + C( ||Xe||)[ Urf - 7(x<i) ], (4.12) 
where 
and 
. def Ae = d F { x )  
dx r=0 
ox 
d F { x )  
dx 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
ir=0 
with A(0) = 0. 
By the assumption that the origin of x = F(x) is an exponentially stable equilibrium 
point, from Theorem 12 (Appendix B), x = AeX is aJso exponentially stable at x = 0. 
Now for any given e > 0 there exists an me > 0 such that || xj ||£^(_oo,+oo) < "le, 
II Ud l|£«,(_oo.+oo) < me . and || x^ ||z;„(_oo.+oo) < rn^ imply 
II [ + 0(||i,|p) + 0(||x,||)(uj - 7(xj)l](() II3 < 4 x,(() II,. (4.15) 
Applying the converse Lyapunov theorem (Theorem 13 in Appendix B) and choosing e 
accordingly, the exponential stability of the error dynajnics (4.11) at x^ = 0 follows from 
a standard Lyapunov argument. 
It is noticed that the tracking is only local. The smallness of the stable inverse 
solution is required. However, we clciim that the smallness requirement on the stable 
inverse pair can be satisfied provided that the reference output is sufficiently small. 
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Recall that given any reference output t/j, the nominal control input uj, can be 
regarded as the output of the stable inverse system. The stable inverse dynamics has 
been derived in Chapter 2. For easy reference, we regroup them as follows. 
m (4.16) 
(4.1/) 
n d i t f ) e w ,  
"rf = nd)[yd^ -Q{^d,Vd)]• (4.1S) 
They are respectively equations (2.29), (2.30), and (2.32) in Section 2.2. 
To establish the claim, we need the concept of transversal!ty. a geometric notion 
which deals with the intersection of surfaces or manifolds. Denote 
"r, = n - [ri 4-r2-1 hr^]. (4.19) 
Then. W" and W are differentiable manifolds in R"*'. Let 77 be a point in R"''. W* 
and W'' are said to be transversal at 7 if 77 0 W" fl W; or if 77 € W" fl W, then 
+ T,,W = R"". where TjjW" and TT,W denote the tangent spaces of W" and W^. 
respectively, at the point t]. The two manifolds are said to be transversal if they are 
transversal at every point rj € R"". 
Lemma 4 Suppose Assumptions 1-6 are all satisfied and W" and W are transversal. 
Then, given any e > 0. there exists a S > 0 such that if || ||£oo(-oo.+oo) < 
I I  Ud | k o o ( - o o . + o o )  <  e ,  and || Xd ||£„(-oo.+oo) < e -  (4-20) 
Proof: Consider the dynamics equation (4.16) with (fj = 0 (equivalently. the zero dy­
namics (2.28)): 
Tjd = Q„(0, J 7 d )  - l3rj{0,r}d)/3~^iQ,Tjd)Q{0,rjd), (4.21) 
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Since the stable eind unstable manifolds are transversal, Assumption 3 on hyperbolicity 
of the zero dynamics implies that the only point at which these two mzmifolds intersect 
is the origin. Thus, the trivial solution = 0 is the only solution to (4.21). 
By continuous dependence of solutions on parameters, for any £i > 0, there exists a 
> 0 such that for all < > to if || l|oo < Si, then || T}d{t) l|oo < fx-
Since Xd = is a local difFeomorphism and 0) = 0, there exists a 
constant /ci > 0 such that 
m 
lloo < 
m i i )  
< max{ Ki II l l o o ,  «i I I  r j d i t )  | | o o  } •  (4.22) 
Similarly, continuity of rjd) on both and rjd and Ui(0,0) = 0 (by f(0) = 0) imply 
that there exists another constant «2 > 0 such that 
Ud(0 l l o o  < max{ / C 2 I I  ^d ( t )  l l o o ,  K 2 I I  J7d ( t )  | | o o  } -
Now. given any £ > 0, take 
ei < 
max^ACj, K2 } 
Then, take S < min{5i,ei}, from (4.22) and (4.23) we have 
II w<i(0 l l o o  < e, and, |1 x<i(f) ||oo < e, Vf > fo-
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
.A.rguments over interval (—00.<o] can be made by noticing the exponentiail decay to zero 
of both Ud(t) and Xd(t) as t -¥ —00. Taking the supremum over (—00,+00) completes 
the proof. 
4.2.2 Tracking by truncated control 
Under Lemma 3 and the exponential convergence property of zj, we clcdm that the 
control system (4.5)-(4.6) achieves asymptotic tracking and the so-called e-tracking. The 
definition of e-tracking is given as follows: 
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Definition 5 (e-Tracking I) Consider closed-loop system dynamics (4-o)-(4-6). Given 
any o 0, there exists aT > 0 such that \\y — yd ||£oo(-oo.+oo) < 
Theorem 6 Suppose Assumptions 1-6 are all satisfied. Then, the closed-loop dynam­
ics (4.5)-(4-6) achieves 1) asymptotic tracking, 2) e-tracking I. Furthermore, the tracking 
error e —>• 0 as T —)• oo. 
Proof: The asymptotic tracking follows directly from the exponential stability of error 
d y n a m i c s  a n d  t h e  s m o o t h n e s s  o i  h { ) .  
To show the e-tracking, we apply the property that Xd exponentially decays as time 
goes to plus or minus infinity. By this property and Lemma 3, there exist constants qi. 
02, /?! and /?2 such that Wt > to — T. 
< Qi||xd(fo - r) II 
< aia2e^^">-T-''>^\\xd{to)\\ 
= ciiOc2\\xd{tQ)\\e~^'^. (4.26) 
On the other hand, \/t < to — T, 
I|X=(<)II = 11x^(0 II < a2e'^l'-'"'||Xa((o)ll 
< ij(lo) II = Q2||id((o)||e"'''''. (4.27) 
Thus, choosing T sufficiently large, inequalities (4.26)-(4.27) and the smoothness of h{ ) 
guarantee that the e-tracking can be achieved. 
Finally, the property of the output tracking error e —>• 0 ais T oo can also be 
c o n c l u d e d  f r o m  t h e s e  t w o  i n e q u a l i t i e s  ( 4 . 2 6 ) - ( 4 . 2 7 )  a n d  t h e  s m o o t h n e s s  o f  h [ ) .  
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4.2.3 Tracking under computing error 
Tracking performance considering computing error is discussed in this subsection. Be­
cause solving for stable inverses involves numericaJ procedures, computing error aJways 
exists. Therefore, instead of the nomineil control input u<f, an approximate solution uj 
will actually be used to output tracking. Now, is truncated and applied at io = to — T. 
We claim that as long as the error between uj and Ud is small, a nice tracking perfor­
mance can still be achieved. Here we define ainother measurement of performance, the 
e-tracking II. 
Definition 6 (e-Tracking II) Consider closed-loop dynamics (4.o)-(4-6) with input uj 
replaced by its approximattion Ud- Given any e > 0, there exist T > 0 and > 0 such 
that II Ud - Ud lUcoC-oo.+oo) < ^  implies || y - |U„(-oo,+oo) < e-
Theorem 7 Suppose Assumptions 1-6 are all satisfied. Then, the closed-loop dynam­
ics (4-5)-(4-6) with input Ud achieves e-Tracking II. Furthermore, the tracking error t 
can be made arbitrarily small by decreasing || Ud — Ud ||z:oo(-oo.+oo)-
Proof: The proof is straight forward and it mainly follows from the conclusions of 
Lemma 3 and Theorem 15. 
The error dynamics now becomes 
i t  =  f i x )  -  f [ x d )  - \ - g { x ) [ u d  +  7(^) - l { x d ) ]  -  g { x d ) u d  +  g { x ) [ u d  -  Urf], (4.28) 
w h e r e  x  ' =  X e  +  X d -
Consider term g { x ) [ i i d  — uj] as a perturbation to the nominal system (4.9). Since the 
nominal dynamics (4.9) is exponentially stable by Lemma 3, if || — Ud ||£oo(-oo,+oo) 's 
not too large, then Xe(<) is ultimately bounded by Theorem 15 (Appendix B). 
It is noticed that the ultimate bound is proportional to the upper bound on the per­
turbation. Smoothness of h{) implies that the output tracking error e is also ultimately 
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bounded. Thus, the bound on e can be made arbitrarily small be decreasing the bound 
on perturbation, eqmvalently, on || Ud — Ud ||£«(-oo.+co)-
4.3 Robustness Analysis 
Consider systems with uncertainties. Assume that the so-cailed "matching condi­
tions" are satisfied. Then all uncertain elements can be "lumped" and the closed-loop 
system dynamics can be described by 
X  =  f [ x )  +  g { x ) i { x )  ^  g { x ) u g { x ) ^ [ x , t ) ,  x(to - T) = 0, (4.29) 
y = h(x). (4.30) 
In Section 4.2, by feedback control law (4.4) closed-loop system (4.1)-(4.2) without 
any uncertainties has been shown to achieve desired tracking performance. For systems 
with uncertainty A(x,t), we propose a modified control input as follows: 
iy = iyd + iyo- (4.31) 
Equivalently, 
u = Ud + j(x) -'Y(xd) + yo- (4.32) 
With the modified control input, the error dynamics becomes 
ie = Fs(Xe, 0 -I- g(Xg -t- Xd)iyo + g(^e + Xd)A(Xe -f- Xi, 0, (4.33) 
X — Xd, (4.34) 
/(xs + Xd) -h g ( x ^  + x d h i x ^  -I- X d )  -  f [ x d )  -  g { x d ) l { x d )  + 
[ g { x ^ - \ - X d )  -  g { x d ) ] i ^ d -  (4.35) 
where 
dcf Xe = 
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From Lemma 3 we have that = F{xe,t) is exponentially stable for small {xd,Ud). 
Thus by the converse Lyapvmov theorem (Theorem 13 in Appendix B), there exists a 
function V{xc,t) such that 
By assimiing the knowledge of both the bounding function on uncertainty A { x . t )  
and the Lyapunov function V{xe,t), we have robust output tracking control results cis 
follows. 
4.3.1 Robust asymptotic tracking 
The following theorem claims that with the knowledge of the bounding function on 
A(x, i) and the Lyapunov function V(ie,f), output tracking with no steady-state error 
caji be achieved. 
Theorem 8 Suppose Assumptions 1-6 are all satisfied and || A(xe-|-X(f)(f) lb < p{Xe,t). 
Then, there exist Cq > 0 and /?o > 0 such that the closed-loop dynamics (4.29)-(4-30) 
achieved asymptotic tracking using 
cill X t { t )  \ \ l  <  V { x ^ , t )  <  C2II X e { t )  II2, 
dV dV 
- ^  +  j ^ F . { x . , t ) < - c ^ \ \ x S )  ||^  (4.37) 
(4.36) 
(4.38) 
where 
(4.39) 
Proof: Using K(xe,t) as the Lyapunov candidate, we have 
+ II2 
(4.40) 
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Because 
ab 
0 <  r < a ,  V a , 6 > 0 ,  
a + 0 
we have 
y < -Call \\\ + toe~^\ (4.41) 
That is, 
0 < c i \ \ x ^ { t ) \ \ l  (4.42) 
< V(xe,0 
=  V { x c { t o - T ) , t o - T ) +  f  V { X c , T ) d T  
Jto-T 
<  C 2 \ \ x ^ i t o - T ) \ \ l -  f  c z \ \ x ^ { t ) \ \ l d T  -  e - ^ ' ] .  (4.43) 
Jto-T fjQ 
From this we obtain the following two inequalities: 
c i l l  X : { t )  \ \ l  <  C a l l  x ^ i t o  -  T )  \ \ l  + (4.44) 
and 
lim f  c z \ \ x ^ { t ) \ \ \ d T  < C 2 \ \ x d { t o - T ) \ \ l  +  ^ e  (4.45) 
J t o -T Po 
Thus Xj € £2 n £00• Since Xg is also bounded, by the Barbalat's lemma (Lemma 5 in 
.A-ppendix B) we have 
lim Xe{t) = 0. (4.46) 
fOO 
4.3.2 Robust 6-tracking 
Assuming the same knowledge on A(x,f) and V(xe,0? the following theorem claims 
that the output tracking error can still be made arbitrarily small for system dynamics 
with uncertainty provided that the control input is applied sufficiently early. 
Theorem 9 Suppose Assumptions 1-6 are all satisfied and || A(xe + i( f )(f) I I 2  <  p { x e . t ) .  
Then, given any e > 0, there exist T > 0 and Eq > 0 such that \\y — yd ||£oo(-oo.+oo) < ^ 
can be achieved by 
I/O = f)|[ • (4.47) 
II M(Xe, t) II2 + Co 
Proof: Following the argument in the proof of the previous Theorem 8 we similarly 
obtain 
y < -C3II Xe(0 II2 + eo- (4.48) 
Let 0 < 0 < 1. 
V < -C3(l - ^)|| x,{t) \\l - C301I x^it) ||2 + eo. (4.49) 
Then. 
K < _C3(1 - «)|| x,(<) III, V|| x,(t) \U > (4.50) 
By Theorem 14 (Appendix B), there exists a. ty > to — T such that Vfo — T < t < tv, 
I I  X e(0 I I 2  < y^ll x ^ { t o  - T )  Ibexp I - [^0 - r]]|, (4.51) 
and V t  > t v ,  
The conclusion comes immediately following from the inequalities (4.51)-(4.52) and the 
s m o o t h n e s s  o f  h { ) .  
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CHAPTER 5 OUTPUT TRACKING CONTROL OF A 
FLEXIBLE-JOINT ROBOT 
The most elementary task in robot control is to drive the end-efFector of a robot arm 
to follow a given desired trajectory. Precise positioning and appropriate speed control of 
the end-efFector along a given path axe key requirements in many industrial applications 
such as arc welding, spray painting, pressure casting, tool machine serving, assembling, 
and thermal treatment processing. All of these applications demand good designs on 
output tracking controllers for various robotic systems. 
5.1 Introduction 
Design of output tracking controllers for non-minimum phase nonlinear systems is 
highly challenging. Among existing methods the nonlineax regulation approach leads 
to possibly large transient errors whereas the classical inversion approach results in 
unbounded internal dynamics for non-minimum pheise systems. In this chapter, a new 
stable inversion based design approach developed in Chapter 4 is applied to output track­
ing control for a flexible-joint robot system. It aims at demonstrating the effectiveness 
of the design for non-minimum phase nonlinecir systems. 
The robot system studied in this chapter is a single robot link attached to a wobbly 
platform with a flexible joint. It is a design example from a recent book by Freeman and 
Kokotovic [23]. The system is also discussed in Freeman's PhD dissertation [22]. By 
neglecting the rotational motion of the platform, model reduction had been carried out 
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by the singular perturbation technique which renders a reduced-order minimum phase 
system. Based on this minimum phase system, an input/output linearization design 
leads to an asymptotic tracking controller with full-state feedback. The full-state feed­
back requirement can be dropped by using an observer based controller. Backstepping 
technique had also been used to design a partial state feedback output tracking con­
troller. All design approaches discussed are based on an approximate model which is a 
minimum phase system. 
The design using stable inversion is directly based on the complete model even though 
it is of non-minimum phase. Forward system dynamics of this robot system is devel­
oped in Section 5.2 using the Lagrange's method. In Section 5.3, following the general 
framework of stable inversion reviewed in Section 2.2, a stable inversion problem for this 
specific robot system is defined and it is followed by construction of the stable inverse 
solution to the problem. Section 5.4 applies the Approach II developed in Section 4.1 to 
design an output trajectory tracking controller that incorporates stable inverses. Simula­
tion study demonstrates the effectiveness of this approach in achieving excellent output 
tracking for non-minimum phase systems. 
5.2 Forward System Dynamics 
5.2.1 System configuration 
Consider the robot system shown in Figure 5.1. It contains a single link (L) attached 
with a flexible joint to the rotor (R) of a motor mounted on a platform (P). The platform 
is attached to a fixed base (B). It is aissumed that there is no motion in the vertical 
direction. Thus, only the motion in the horizontal plane will be considered and modeled. 
There are five degrees of freedom in the system: linear displacement (xp, yp) and angular 
displacement dp of the platform, angular displacement Or of the rotor, and amgular 
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displacement 6i of the link. The three angles 0p, Or-, and 6i axe measured with respect to 
the X-axis as shown in Figure 5.1. 
We assume that the point (xp, yp) is the center of mass of both the platform and 
the rotor. We also cissume that the platform is subject to linear and angular restoring 
forces proportional to its deviation from an initial position, and the link is subject to an 
angulax restoring force proportional to its deviation (0t ~ ^r) from alignment with the 
rotor. All motions axe also assumed to subject to viscous friction forces proportional to 
their velocities respectively. 
The angle of the link relative to the platform, ffi — Op, is defined as the system's 
output whereas u, the torque generated by the motor, is the control input. The system 
with parameters listed in Table 5.1 is utilized a^ the physical model in this study. 
5.2.2 The Lagrange's method 
To apply the Lagrange's method [5], the kinetic energy of the whole system containing 
three bodies (platform, rotor and link) is firstly foimd as follows: 
PLATF 
LINKED 
X 
Figure 5.1 Flexible-Joint Robot with Wobbly Platform 
K'E =  ^ A/[Xp + yp] + mro0/[-i:pSin5, -|-ypcos0;] + ^ I i0 f  + + ^/p^p. (5.1) 
Secondly, the total potential energy stored in all springs is given by 
PE = + yj l  +  -  Sr I ' .  (0.2) 
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Table 5.1 Paxajneters for the Robot System in SI Units 
Af(5.0 kg)  
m{Q.5kg)  
ro(0.3m) 
/ i (0.6 kgvn})  
Ir{O.Qb kg m^) 
Ip{o.O kgrr i^)  
A:i(2600 iV/m) 
i t2(2960 NIrad)  
A:3(8.0  Nfrad)  
6 x ( 1 4 . 0  N  s / m )  
62(15.0 AT s/rarf) 
63(0.04 N sfrad)  
64(0.007 N s irad)  
total mass of L, R, and P 
mass of L 
distance from L-center to (xp,yp) 
moment of inertia of L w/ (xp, t/p) 
moment of inertia of R w/ (xp, yp) 
moment of inertia of P w/ ixp,yp) 
linear spring const btwn P and B 
eingular spring const btwn P and B 
spring const btwn L and R 
lineax friction coef btwn P and B 
aaagulax friction coef btwn P and B 
friction coef btwn L and R 
friction coef btwn P and R 
Let 
lb  [xp,yp,9 i ,9r ,0pY 
be the system's generalized coordinates. The Lagrange's equation is given by 
F 
dt  dip  d tp  
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
where L = KE — PE is the Lagrangian and Fr is the generalized force including motor 
driving force and viscous friction forces. Substituting (5.1), (5.2), and (5.3) into the 
Lagrange's equation (5.4), the left hand side of the equation yields: 
d dL dL 1^-* T n ^ n  /* l  i  
^— = MXp -  mro[9is in9i+ 61 cosQi]  +kiXp,  
d i  CfOcp iy^p 
d  dL dL 
dt  dyp dyp 
=  M y p  +  m r o [  9 i  cos 61 — sin 9i  ] + fcij/p, 
d dL dL -  r -  •  .  -
di 'mi~ '^ i  "  hei-mrQ[xpSin9i-ypCos9i \  
+fc3[^( — Or\~ mro9i [xpCOSdi + j/psin^j], 
^  -  r f f  1  
d i a l  a e ,  '  ^  '1^' ^'1' 
d t a e ' d e ,  -
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
( 0 . 8 )  
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
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(5.11) 
The Lagrange's equation thus yields the following system dynamics: 
Afxp — mro[§i  s inOi  +  Of cos 9i  ] + biXp + kiXj ,  = 0. 
Myp +  mro[6i  cos di  - sin9i  ] + + fcit/p = 0, 
IiOi - mro[xpSin^; — j/pcos0/] + b3[6i  — 9r ]  
-\-k3[9i — 9r] — mTo9i[ Xp COS 9i + yp sin ] = 0, 
Irh -  hz[9l -  9r] -  kz[9l — 9r] b4[9r -  dp] = u, 
^p9p + b^dp + k29p — b^9r — Op] =  —u.  
Dynamic equations in (5.11) can be written in a more compact form (5.12). Together 
with the definition of system's output, the forward dynamics of the robot system is then 
given by 
iV/i(0)T/» + H[rb,xl!) + iV/20 + iV/31/7 = S„u. (5.12) 
y  = (5.13) 
where 
hixb) 9i -  9p. (5.14) 
The inertia matrix Mi[rb) is given by 
Mi(i/j) = 
M 0 —mro sin 9i  0 0 
0 M mro cos 9i  0 0 
mro sin 9i  mro cos 9t  h  0 0 
0 0 0 Ir  0 
0 0 0 0 
(5.15) 
The centrifugal/Coriolis term i/(ii', 1 / ; ) ,  the damping matrix M2, the stiffness matrix 
Ms, and the torque distribution matrix can all be directly obtained from dynamics 
equations in (5.11). 
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5.3 The Stable Inversion Problem 
The forwaxd dynamics (5.12)-(5.13) of the robot system caji be written in the fol­
lowing state-space form: 
0 = 0. 
. . (5-16) 
0 = —Ml + A/20 + M31P] +  Ml 
y = /i(0). (5.17) 
Being an inertia matrix, Mi is symmetric positive definite and thus Mf ^ is well-defined. 
It is noticed from this form that this single-input single-output nonlinear system is 
affine in its control input. Furthermore, the right hand sides of both dynamics and 
output equations are smooth on (0,0). Thus, it fits into the general framework of 
the stable inversion problem described in Section 2.2. Following the procedure in that 
framework, we define the stable inversion problem for the robot system (o.l6)-(5.17) as 
follows: Given any smooth reference output trajectory yj, whose first-order derivative y^ 
having compact support on [io?^/]. find a bounded control input uj and a bounded state 
trajectory {xpdi^d) such that uj 0 and {rJ^di^d) —>•0 as t ±00 and their image by 
the input/output map of the control system (5.16)-(5.17) is exactly x/j. 
5.3.1 Inverse system dynamics 
In order to solve the problem to find the stable inverse pair Ud and (0^, 0^), we again 
follow the procedure described in the stable inversion framework. Firstly, we compute 
the time-derivatives of the output imtil the input u appears explicitly: 
y = 03 - 05, (5.18) 
y  =  a (0 ,0 ) -^u ,  (5 .19)  
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where the expression of Q:(V'i can be obtained after some algebra from the forward 
dynamics (5.16)-(5.17). It is clear from equation (5.19) that the system has a weU-defined 
relative degree r = 2. 
Secondly, a coordinate transformation is made. In addition to the output and its 
first derivative, we also choose aU the flexible modes of the system 
V =  [xp,yp:0 i -er^0pV, (5.20) 
together with the first derivative fj as the new set of coordinates. The linear independence 
of the selected coordinates can be easily verified. It turns out that the transformation 
is linear and can be written as foUows: 
y y = Mi 
U' 
xp 
f j  €  R"*. (5.21) 
The transformation matrix M^ is given by 
1 f 
Mil 0 
0 Mil 
Mi2 0 
0 Mi2 
(5.22) 
where 
and 
def ^ Mo, = 0010-1 (5.23) 
I f def Mi2 — (5.24) 
1 0 0 0 0 
0  1 0  0  0  
0  0  1 - 1 0  
0 0 0 0 1 
Set y  = yd-  Solving for u from equation (5.19), we obtain the output equation of the 
inverse dynamics 
u  =  I p [ y d  -  ,  (5.25) 
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The system dynamics under the new coordinates is given by 
(5.26) 
y =  Vd, 
y =  yd, 
^  =  piyd,yd,yd,f i ,^) .  
A convenient way to find the expression for p() is to derive it directly from dynamic 
equations (5.11). Adding the last two equations in (5.11) together and substituting 6i 
by dp + yd yield 
Mxp — mrQ[6p +  ] sm{6p +  yd)  
+mro[^p +  iid  cos{6p + yd)  +  biXp + kyXp = 0, 
Myp +  mro[6p- \ -yd\  cos(0p +  yd)  
-mro[dp + yd sin(0p + yd) + biyp + kiyp = 0, 
M^p + yd] -h  mrol  -Xpsin(0p + yd) + y? cos{6p + yd) ] 
-mro[^p + j/rf][i:pcos(0p + yd) +yps in (0p  +  yd)]  
+ k^dlr = 0, 
[^r  +  Ip]&p — I r^ l r  + Ir^d ~ b:i&lr + b^Op 
—ksdir + A:20p = 0, 
(5.27) 
where 
a 4s? o a Olr  — oi  — Or- (5.28) 
Equation (5.27) is the equivalence of the last two equations in (5.26) and it is the 
reference dynaxnics in its state-space form. In addition, by setting yd{i) = 0 in the 
reference dynamics, it becomes the well-known zero dynamics [29]: 
f ]  = p(0,0,0,77,^). 
(5.29) 
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5.3.2 Stable inverse solutions 
Using parameters in Table 5.1, eigenvalues of the linear approximation at the origin 
of the zero dynamics (5.29) are calcidated cis shown in Table 5.2. Hyperbolicity of the 
equilibrium point at the origin can be easily seen since there is no eigenvalues with 
zero real part. It is aJso noticed that this system is of non-minimum phase due to the 
existence of two unstable eigenvalues to the linear part of the zero dynamics. By the 
theory of differential equations [63], locally necir the origin there exist a stable majiifold 
W of dimension six ajid aji unstable manifold W" of dimension two. 
Table 5.2 Eigenvalues of Linearized Zero Dynamics 
-1.40±i22.76 -1.41 ±j22.82 6.12±i29.84 -9.91 ±j27.47 
Consider the following two-point boundary value problem: 
^ = Piyd, i fd,yd,r ] , r j ) ,  (5.30) 
(5.3i: 
subject to 
The boundary condition (5.31) requires that a .t t = to the desired internal dynamics 
should stay inside the unstable manifold whereas bA t = tf stays inside the stable mani­
fold. 
Recall two theorems stated in Section 2.2. Theorem 2 claims that the two-point 
boundary value problem (o.30)-(5.31) locally has a unique solution {fjd,fjd) Theo­
rem 1 claims that the stable inverse pair can be constructed from {fjd, fj^) through inverse 
transformation (5.21) and inverse dynamics output equation (5.25); 
T Pd 
^d 
= m;' yd yd f j j  f j '^  (5.32) 
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and 
U d  =  I p [ y d -  • (5.33) 
5.4 Output Tracking Control 
In this section we first compute the stable inverse pair by solving the two-point 
boundary value problem (5.30)-(5.31) and utilizing equations (5.32)-(5.33). Then, a 
tracking controller is designed by using the stable inverse solution to drive the link to 
track a prescribed reference trajectory. 
5.4.1 An approximate stable inverse 
Let the desired output trajectory be defined as follows with fo = 1 second and t/ = 2 
second: 
F 
0, f < Iq, 
U d  =  '  2[f — fo] — sin(27r[t — io]), (5.34) 
2, t > t f .  
To find the stable inverse pair Ud and (t^d, i/'i), two numerical algorithms could be 
used. One is aimed at solving the two-point boundary vaiue problem by decoupling sta­
ble/unstable manifolds. See Appendix A for details. Another is by solving an optimal 
control problem minimizing control input energy that is developed in Section 3.2. In­
stead of carrying out those algorithms, we choose in this example to solve the two-point 
boundary value problem (5.30)-(5.31) simply by "decoupling" the stable/unstable man­
ifolds via a linear coordinate transformation. Thus, only an approximate stable inverse 
solution is computed. Details are cis follows. 
Rewrite the differential equation (5.30) in the two-point boundary value problem in 
the following state-space form: 
n 
= 
V 
+ R{yd,yd,yd,T] ,^) ,  (5.35) 
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where 
R(0,0,0,fj,^) = C?(l(ff,^) |2), (5.36) 
f j  
= MT 
SI 
V ZI  
and Ar, is the first approximation of the zero dynamics (set t/j = 0 in (5.30)) at the 
origin. From elementaxy linear algebra, there exists a lineax transformation 
(5.37) 
which transforms equation (5.35) into 
2i = A^iZi  + Rzi ivdi  ydiVdi  ^2), 
Z2 — AS222 + Rz2{yd^yd,yd-,^ l - ,^2) ,  
where both A,i and —Az2 are Hurwitz. Recall that the boundary condition (5.31) 
requires that at to the stays in the unstable manifold whereas at t/ stays in the 
stable manifold. We approximate the boundary condition simply by 
(5.38) 
(5.39) 
2 i (^o)  =  0 ,  
Z2{tf) = 0, 
because, roughly speaJcing, zi and 22 pick up the stable and unstable parts of the zero 
dynamics respectively. The approximate stable inverse pair is then obtained through 
the following iterative steps: 
• step 1: Set z°{t) = 0 for all t. 
• step 2: Integrate the unstable part of equation (5.38) from t = tf to t = 0 backward 
in time with final vaJue ^2(^7) = 0 to obtain 22-
• step 3: Integrate the stable part of equation (5.38) from t = to to t = Z second 
forward in time with initial value ^1(^0) = 0 to obtain zi. 
• step 4: If \\zi — rjH is greater than a given threshold, set 2° = zi and go to step 2, 
otherwise continue to step 5. 
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• step 5: Use transformation (5.37) to find an approximate solution {rju^Vd)-
• step 6: Construct via equation (5.32) and uj through (5.33). 
5.4.2 Tracking control designs 
Using only Or — Op and Or — Op, the meeisurements of rotor position and rotor velocity 
relative to the platform, controller incorporating stable inversion by the Approach II is 
simply designed as follows: use uj as a feed-forward signal that is superimposed by a 
PD stabilizing feedback: 
•y i tp)  =  -ap [ 0 r  - O p ] ~  a d [ O r  -  Op\.  (5.40) 
The input/output map from u to — Op can be verified to be of minimum phase. The 
closed-loop stability is thus guaranteed [10]. The overall control law is given by 
u = U d  — ap [ { O r  - Op) -  [ B r  - Op)d]  -  ad [ { O r  — Op) -  ( O r  -  Op)d] ,  (5.41) 
where Op and aj are two design parameters. It is noticed that the measurements of 
(Or — Op)ti and (Or — Op)j can be easily implemented by installing an encoder on the 
motor. 
Forward simulation starts from t = 0.5 second with a rest initial condition. Simu­
lation results using Op = 30300 and aj = 1616 are shown in Figure 5.2. It is seen from 
the upper part of the figure that the excellent tracking performance by this controller; 
there is neither transient error nor steady-state error in tracking. The lower part of the 
figure shows the bounded computed stable inverse uj. It is seen that even though the 
output trajectory starts moving a.t t = to = 1 second and stops at t = t/ = 2 second, the 
control needs to be applied to pre-shape the system some time before to and it is also 
in effect after f/ for a period of time. This is due to the non-minimum phase property 
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Figure 5.2 Tracking Performajice and Nominal Control 
of the system. 
It is interesting to notice that in this robot system the angular motion, (^p.0p), of the 
platform is rather small. By neglecting this motion the system may be approximated by 
a minimum phase model with its order reduced by two. See [22] for a detailed description 
of the model reduction and a corresponding input/output linearization control design. 
Simulation results by this input/output linearization approach are shown in Figure 5.3. 
It is noticed that this input/output linearization tracking design based on the reduced-
order minimum phase model also achieves output tracking with a satisfactorily small 
tracking error. However, it is also noticed that this method, unlike the stable inversion 
approach, requires a full-state measurement for feedback. 
5.5 Conclusions 
Stable inversion, an approach to the design of output tracking control for nonlinear 
non-minimum phase systems, is successfully applied to output tracking of a single-link 
flexible-joint robot system. The key assumptions, a well-defined relative degree and hy-
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Figiire 5.3 Tracking by Input/Output Linearization 
perbolicity of the fixeti point of the zero dynamics, in applying stable inversion based 
controller design are both satisfied by this system. Simulation results demonstrate that 
this stable inversion based approach is very effective for obtaining accurate output track­
ing with only partial state mezisurements for this non-minimum phase system. 
It is interesting to notice that both the stable inversion based design and the in­
put/output linearization based design achieve remarkably accurate output tracking. This 
is due to the small rotational motion of the platform. It is this motion that contributes to 
the non-minimum phcise property. Thus, the robot system heis a "weak" non-minimum 
phase property. The weakness means that the unstable zeros axe located farther away 
form the imaginary axis than other system zeros. This can be seen from Table 5.2 where 
two zeros with position real part are introduced by platform's rotational motion. In such 
case, neglecting motion that renders non-minimum phcise property could possibly result 
in a satisfactory control design. 
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CHAPTER 6 TIP TRAJECTORY TRACKING OF A 
TWO-LINK FLEXIBLE MANIPULATOR 
Stable inversion provides a promising design method for output tracking control. In 
this chapter, the stable inversion based design is applied to tip trajectory tracking for a 
two-link flexible majxipulator. While last chapter considers flexible-joint robot, the robot 
studied in this chapter undergoes link deformation due to its flexibility. The controller 
takes the structure of the Approach II proposed in Chapter 4. 
6.1 Introduction 
Stable inversion based output tracking of a multi-link flexible manipulator is a model 
based control which requires a detailed, carefully predetermined dynamic model of an 
actual system. Equations of motion of a flexible manipulator are mixed partial and 
ordinary differential equations which contain terms in the integral form [59]. With 
few exceptions, closed form solutions of partial differential equations axe not practical. 
Therefore, motion prediction usually relies on approximations made by a set of admis­
sible space functions. These shape functions may be obtained analytically by using 
the mode shapes of a fixed-free cantilever beam [8]. When obtained numerically, the 
shape functions can be found by the finite element technique. For example, a method 
that utilizes the eigenvectors obtained from the finite element anailysis as approximation 
functions wzis developed by Sunada and Dubowsky [60]. The assumed modes method, 
which will be used in this study, is another way to obtain the shape functions numeri-
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czJly. The approach by the assirmed modes technique hais been used extensively in the 
reseaxch of the flexible manipulators [37]. 
The study on control of flexible robot manipulators was pioneered by Cajinon eind 
Schmitz [8] in 1980s where a linear-quadratic optimal control approach weis successfully 
applied to the end-effector tracking control of a one-link flexible robot arm in which the 
non-minimum phzise effect was first demonstrated. After that, many researchers have 
considered different approaches to the control of one-link flexible arms which are linear 
systems for small deflection. Among those, Siciliano and Book [52] used a singular per­
turbation approach to deal with the flexible modes. Bayo [2] applied Fourier transform 
to obtain stable but non-causaJ control input. As for the nonlinear control of multi-link 
flexible manipulators, Lucibello and Siciliano [15] applied the nonlinear regulation theory 
and eisymptotic tracking of periodic output trajectories was achieved. Simulation results 
demonstrated asymptotic tracking of a finite trajectory with transient errors existing at 
both the beginning and the end of maneuver. 
This transient behavior can be precisely controlled by applying the classical inversion 
method that uses stabilizing feedback together with feed-forward signals generated by 
an inverse system. Conditions for the invertibility of linear systems were developed by 
Brockett [6], Silverman [53], and Sain [51] while for nonlinezir systems were established 
by Hirschorn [26] and Singh [54]. All these inversion algorithms produce causal inverses 
for a given desired output and a fixed initial condition, but unbounded control and 
state trajectories will be produced for non-minimum phcise systems. This fundamented 
diflBculty has been noticed for a long time. 
The new tracking control design incorporating stable inverses avoids diflSculties in 
both nonlinezir regulation and clcissical inversion while preserves the advantages of both. 
Section 6.2 develops a mathematical model for a two-link flexible manipulator using 
the assumed modes technique with tip position as output. From that, in Section 6.3 
an inverse model is derived and the two-point boundary value condition corresponding 
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to stable inversion is set up. In Section 6.4, conditions for applying stable inversion 
are verified, and the effectiveness of stable inversion to output tracking for such non-
minimum phase systems is demonstrated by comparing favorably against a carefully 
fine-tuned computed torque method. 
6.2 Equations of Motion of Flexible Manipulators 
For rigid-body mechanical systems, the dynamic modeling is well understood and 
easily handled by the Lagrange's principle [49]. So is the case for single-link fle.xible 
robot arms [36]. However, the dynajnics of multi-link articulated flexible structures is 
significantly more complicated. Some reseaxchers have used finite element method to 
numericaJly construct the dyneimic equations [3]. Others have used the assumed modes 
approach [5, 14]. The modeling approach for multi-link flexible manipulators provided 
in this section is compact and self-contained. It follows the Lagrange's principle using 
the assumed modes technique. We believe that our treatment is especially easy to follow 
for those without any mechanical engineering background. 
6.2.1 The assumed modes approach 
A robot is often considered as an assembly of several rigid links. However, the 
assumption may lead to unsatisfactory performance if the links of the robot undergo 
elastic deformation. In such cases, a beisic link is generally modeled as composed of 
a flexible beam with a rigid hub at the base end and a point mass at the opposite 
end. For multi-link robot arms, the links are connected with joints at their ends. The 
joints of the arm are considered to be revolute and input torque is applied at these 
joints. Each flexible beam is assumed to satisfy the Euler-Bemoulli beam assumption. 
The deformation in the axial direction and the thickness of the beaun itself are both 
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neglected. We also assxime that the links are maneuvered in the horizonted plane and 
the out-of-plane deflection is negligible. 
Notations for physical properties of each link axe as follows. Suppose that each link i 
has total length mass per unit length p,-, product of area moment inertia of the cross 
section about the neutrai ajcis amd Young's modulus e^. The end tip mass of link i is 
denoted as rUe, and the mass moment of inertia of this portion of the link is assumed to 
be negligible. For the other end, t'i. stands for the inertia of the rigid hub. 
To introduce the Lagrange's method using the assumed modes technique, let us first 
consider a basic flexible link that is shown in Figure 6.1. 
Let 6; be the unit vector in the tangent direction of the link and be the unit vector 
perpendicular to e~. Then, the position of any point along the beam can be written as 
follows with ff, and Vb being the position and velocity of the hub relative to the ground 
reference frame, 
where z measures the distance between the point and the hub in Cj direction and w { z ,  t )  is 
the deflection along z^. of the elastic beam measured from its undeformed configuration. 
Vi 
Figure 6.1 Model of A Basic Flexible Link 
fj = fb + 2 + XV = fb + Z&z + (6 .1)  
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Differentiating (6.1) with respect to time, the velocity of einy point along the beam is of 
the following form 
Vj  =  Vb-¥6  x  z - i rw ,  (6 .2 )  
where 6 is the angular velocity of the rigid hub measxired with respect to the inertial 
frame and the symbol "x" represents vector cross product. 
Using this expression (6.2), we can write the kinetic energy of a flexible link of length 
/ as follows: 
K E  =  
where stands for inner product, p' p{z) + meS{z — I), and 5{) is the Dirac delta 
function. Assume the potential energy contains only the elastic energy part while the 
gravitational potential energy is neglected. The potential energy of the flexible link can 
then be computed by 
P E  =  \ f  e[w"{z,t)Y dz, (6.4) 
2 Jo 
where (•)" denotes the second derivative of (•) with respect to its spatial variable. The 
Lagrangiaji of the flexible link is the difference between the kinetic energ\' KE and the 
p o t e n t i a l  e n e r g y  P E :  
L  =  K E  —  P E .  (6.5) 
When a multi-link flexible arm is considered, the Lagrangiaxi of the whole system is 
obtained by summing up the Lagrangian of all the individual links of the flexible arm. 
Now, by the Lagrange's method, the equations of motion can be expressed as 
dtdip drb ^ ^ 
where ^ is a set of generalized coordinates for the system, and Ft is the generalized force 
acting on the generalized coordinates. 
Equation (6.6) is a set of partizd differential/integral equations. To simplify, assumed 
modes [38] can be invoked to approximate the links deformation. In the approximation. 
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a set of admissible functions are chosen so that they axe lineaxly independent and satisfy 
ail the geometric boundary conditions of the system. They must also be as many times 
differentiable as the nmnber of the boundary conditions. Accuracy of the approxima­
tion can be improved as the number of admissible functions chosen to approximate the 
deformation increases. 
Let cTij{zi) be the jth admissible function of the zth link and qij{t) the corresponding 
genera l i zed  coord ina tes .  Then  the  d i s t r ibu ted  de f l ec t ion  o f  t he  i th  l ink .  f ) .  i s  
approximated by 
0  =  51  (6- ' )  j=i 
In this study, two flexible modes are assigned to each link: rij = 2. The admissible 
functions are chosen to be the ones for the clamped-free beam [37]. One simple choice of 
the admissible functions that meet the above mentioned requirements are those of the 
form: 
= [^] ' Vj = L..., Tij. (6.8) 
The geometric boundary' conditions are all satisfied since the polynomials in (6.8) always 
have <7,-j(0) = o-,'j(0) = 0. 
6.2.2 Manipulators with two flexible links 
The two-link flexible manipulator shown in Figure 6.2 is modeled as follows. The 
rotation angle 6i of link one is the angle between the tangent direction of the link and 
the horizontal axis of the ground reference frame. The angle 62 is the joint rotation of 
the rigid base on the second link measuring the tangent direction of this link from the 
tangent line at the end-tip of the first link. 
Let fi and fg be the position vectors of a point on link one and link two respectively. 
Then, 
n = (6.9) 
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Link 2 
Link 1 
Figure 6.2 Two-Link Flexible Manipulator 
^2 = /le-i + u;i(/i)eu,j + ^2^32 + W2e^, 
where li is the length of the first link. The velocity vectors can be obtained by 
(6.10) 
v i  =  [z iOi  ^  (6 .11)  
V2 = [^1^1 + t«i(/i) Icu,, + [•r2[^i + ^2 + ] + 1^2 ]e,u2- (6.12) 
Note that different symbols have been used to separate the derivatives with respect to 
time t and those with respect to spatial variable zi. The squares of the magnitude of 
the velocities are then found as follows: 
v i -v i  =  [z id i -^WiY.  (6 .13)  
V2 • V2 = [^ i^ i  +  u ' lC i ) ]^  +  [22(^1  +  ^ 2  +  l i ' i ( ^ i ) ]  +  
+2[22[^I + ^2 + ^i(^i)] + W2 + lWi(/i)] cos(02 + ^i(^i))* (6.14) 
Thus, the potential and the kinetic energy of link one and link two are given by 
91, (6.15) PEi = ^J^ ei[wl]'^ dzi = ^ ei [a ' l ] [a [Y dzi  
_ _ 1 . /*-2 . 1 f _ "iT' , PE2 = -^ e2F2] 022 = 2^2 eaKJio-j] dz2 92, (6.16) 
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KEl = ^ibiOl + ^ p'lVi-vidzi. (6.17) 
KE2 = ^2 + p\V2-V2dz2^ (6.18) 
Clearly, both PEi and PE2 axe quadratic functions of gi and 92 respectively. Noticing 
that Wi = (rfqi and w[ = we see that both KEi ajid KE2 are quadratic functions 
of  d i ,  62- ,  ^1  and  q2 .  
Denote the system's generalized coordinate 
0  [ 6^^  [^1-^2?<7i i ,<71259215922]^ - (6.19) 
The potential eind the kinetic energy of the system can then be written as 
(6.20) 
KE = K El  +  KE2 = M{xb) ip.  (6.21) 
where M{ip) is the system inertia matrix. K is the stiffness matrix of the form 
PE = PEi +  PE2 = 
1  : •  
\ r  def  M3 = 
02x2 02x4 
O4X2 M3 
^2x2  ^2x2  
02X2 KI2 
(6.22) 
(6.23) 
where A'^ and A'^ are the kernels in equations (6.15) and (6.16) respectively. Substituting 
(6.20)-(6.21) into (6.6) we obtain 
1 M(rh)rh)  
M{^)t + M{xk)xb - - + Ktb = Buu - Fd, (6.24) 
2. aip 
where u = [ui, U2]^ is the vector joint torque, Su = [/2x25 02x4]^ the torque distribution 
matrix, and Fd is the Rayleigh dissipation force due to structural damping of the flexible 
links and is assumed to have the form 
Fd = C0, (6.25) 
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where C is taken to be proportioned to the stiffness matrix K by a damping ratio qj: 
C = 
where 
(92x2 ^2x4 
<^4x2 ^2 
(6.26) 
M2 = QdM3. (6.27) 
Defining the term which involves centrifugal and Coriolis forces 
uf  J 1 
= M{ip) ip -  — , (6.2b) 
we obtain the system dynamics from equation (6.24) 
0) + C^' + Ktb = B^u. (6.29) 
There are many ways to choose the system output. Depending on which points along 
the links are selected as output, the whole system can be either minimum phase or non-
minimum phcise. If the output is selected to be the joint angles, i.e. the sensors and 
actuators are collocated, the system is known to be minimum phase. A more meaningful 
choice of output is the tip position and this choice renders the system non-minimum 
phase. In this study, we choose 
y — [yi5 J/2 — [^1^ ^2 ]^  +  arctan , arctan ^. (6.30) 
When elastic deformation of the first link is small, the output y  is approximately the tip 
angular positions of the links. It can be seen that both output components chosen are 
practically measurable. For small elastic deformation, 
^ f  Wi{ lut ) \  _  
arctan I—-— I ss —-—. (6.31) 
By substituting equation (6.7) into equation (6.30), we obtain the simplified output 
equation 
y  = DrI?,  (6.32) 
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where D = [Di  Dj] with Di = I2x2i 
^  [ / rW( /x )  lT '<Tx2{k)  0  0  
1/2 = • (b.oo) 
0  0 / 2  ^ ( y 2 i { h )  ^ 2  ^ < ^ 2 2 ( ^ 2 )  
System dynamics equation (6.29) together with its output equation (6.32) constitutes 
the forward system dynamics of the two-link flexible manipulator system. 
6.3 Stable Inversion of Flexible Manipulators 
To design stable inversion based output tracking control, inverse dynaimics needs 
to be constructed. Based on the inverse dynamics a stable inverse is found for any 
given output trajectory. The boundedness and the convergence of the stable inverse are 
guaranteed by setting up a two-point boundary value problem which is then solved in 
this study by following the iterative procedure described in .A.ppendix A. 
6.3.1 Inverse dynamics 
Inverse dynamics usually consists of reference dynamics (2.25) and an (inverse) out­
put equation (2.24). For a flexible manipulator system, the inverse dynamics can be 
simply derived as follows. 
Partition and rewrite the forward dynamics (6.29) and (6.32) as follows: 
+ Mi2Wq + ^i(V', J^) = u, (6.34) 
M2i{'4^)0 "h ^22(^)9 + ^2(^1 ^ ) + M29 + = 0, (6.35) 
y  =  6  +  D2q,  (6.36) 
where Dj is defined in (6.33) and M2 and M3 are defined in (6.27) and (6.23) respectively. 
From (6.36), we have 
d = y- D2q. (6.37) 
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Let yd{i) be the reference output trajectory. Set y = yd. Substituting (6.37) into equa­
t i o n  ( 6 . 3 5 ) ,  w e  o b t a i n  a  d y n a m i c  e q u a t i o n  g o v e r n i n g  t h e  f l e x i b l e  c o o r d i n a t e s  q :  
M i { y d - , q ) q  +  M 2 q - I r  M z q  +  H 2 { y d , y d , < l - , q )  =  M ^ { y d - , q ) y d ,  (6.38) 
where 
M i { y d ,  q )  =  Af22(y< i ,  q )  -  M2i(y<i, q ) D 2 ,  (6.39) 
MA{yd,q) =-M2i{yd,q)- (6.40) 
Equation (6.38) is the reference dynamics equation (2.25) in second order form. 
The equivalence of the general inverse output equation (2.24) for the flexible ma­
nipulator can be easily obtained from equation (6.34) with a substitution of (6.37) and 
y = yd: 
u  = [ M i 2 { y d - , q )  - M i i { y d , q ) D 2 ] q +  [ M n { y d , q ) y d  +  H i { y d , { f d , q , q ) ] .  (6.41) 
Equations (6.38)-(6.41) characterize the inverse dynamics of the two-link flexible manip­
ulator system. 
6.3.2 Linear two-point boundary value problems 
To ensure a stable solution from the inverse dynamics, a two-point boundary condi­
tion (2.30) needs to be imposed on the flexible mode q. However, instead of (2.30), we 
directly derive the linear two-point boundary value problem (A.1)-(A.2) for our flexible 
manipulators, based on which the iterative procedure described in Appendix A can be 
carried out to find stable inverses. 
Firstly, we need to find the linearized equation for the reference dynamics (6.38). A 
notation for convenience is in order. Let M{x) be a A: x / matrix function of x 6 R" and 
X 6 R" be a column vector. The derivative of at a point xq in the direction of x is 
defined as 
X,. (6.42) 
r=xo 
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Using this notation ajid neglecting higher order terms, the first term Miq in the reference 
dynamics equation (6.38) can be linearized as 
M i q  %  [ Mi +  D ° M i [ q - q o ] ] [ q o  +  [ q - q o ] ]  
« M^q + [D°Miq]qo — [D°Miqo]qo, (6.43) 
where the superscript 0 stajids for evaJuation along qo and/or qo (solutions of the previous 
iteration) no matter whichever is applicable. Since it can be easily verified that 
[ D r M x ] x  =  [ D x M x ] x ,  (6.44) 
where x 6 R", we obtain 
Miq = Miq+ [ZJjMigo] q - [D°Miqo^ qo. (6.45) 
Both M2 and M3 are constant matrices. For the term H2{ydiydiqiq)i we have 
H 2  « H l ^ D l H 2 [ q - q o ] ^ D ' l H 2 [ q - % ]  
= - D'lH^qo + + Z)9^2<7. (6.46) 
Similar to the derivation for the first term Miq, we can get the linearized form of M4yd 
as 
M^yd «  M°yd -  [ D°M^yd ] go + [ M^yd ] q.  (6.47) 
Thus, combining the equations (6.45) through (6.47), the linearized inverse dynamics 
can be expressed as 
L \ q  + Z/29 + L ^ q  = Zr4, (6.48) 
where 
L, = M°; (6.49) 
£-2 = M2 + D^H2', (6.50) 
L3 = D°Miqo + M3 + D°H2-D°M4yd; (6.51) 
L, = M°yd-[D°M4yd]qo+[D°Miqo]qo + D^^H2qo + D°^H2qo-Hl (6.52) 
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Let t j  =  [q^,  and 
A(f) = 0 I  
-Lz 'Lz -Lr ' l2  
, and B { t )  =  
0 
l t 'U 
(6.53) 
Then, equation (6.48) is an equation (A.l) in second order form. 
Secondly, the linear boundary conditions (A.6)-( A.9) axe derived. Instead of updating 
the transformation matrices C, and Cu at each iteration, in this study we compute one 
C, and one C„ for all iterations by evaluating matrix A{t) in (6.53) at (?o = 0 and 
yd  =  [0° ,90° ]^ .  I t  i s  found  l a t e r  in  s imula t ion  by  comput ing  the  e igenva lues  o f  A( fo )  
and A{tf) that at both to and tj the zero dynamics has five stable eigenvalues and 
three unstable ones. Thus, following the procedure in Appendix .A., the transformation 
matrices C, and Cu would be of dimension five by eight and three by eight respectively. 
6.4 Tip Trajectory Tracking Control 
In this simulation study, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our tracking control 
design using stable inversion. First of all, a simulation setup is presented. Then, condi­
tions are verified to ensure the applicability of stable inversion. This is followed by two 
tracking controllers design using stable inversion and the well-known computed torque 
method respectively. Some simulation results are presented. 
6.4.1 Simulation setup 
Table 6.1 lists key parameters of the two-link flexible arm model used in this study. 
The two links of the manipulator are also assxmied to have the same structural damping 
ad — 0.01. 
In addition to satisfy Assumption 2, the reference output trajectory is selected follow­
ing considerations given by Bayo and Paden [4]. Firstly, the acceleration profile should 
not have exceedingly high frequency components. The reeison is that if the acceleration 
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Table 6.1 Properties of Two-Flexible-Link Ann 
No of link I P e ib 
Link One 1.0 m 0.3 kg/rri^ 3.9375 iV/m^ 0.15 kg 0.200 kgrri^ 
Link two 1.0 m 0.1 kg/w} 0.4375 NIm? 0.10 kg 0.067 kgm} 
changes too rapidly, then the calculated torque profile will contain high peak impulse 
which may excite the natural frequencies of the flexible manipulators. Secondly, the 
maocimum acceleration limit should be chosen so as not to saturate the actuator. With 
these considerations, we have chosen the reference tip trajectory for link two (the second 
component of the output) ais shown in Figure 6.3, in which the acceleration profile is 
composed of a pure sinusoidal function. A similar reference trajectory profile has been 
chosen for link one. 
50 
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Figure 6.3 Desired Tip Trajectory Profiles for Link Two 
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6.4.2 Verification of system properties 
In order to apply the stable inversion approach, two conditions need to be verified: 
the system should have a well-defined relative degree and its zero dynamics should have 
a hyperbolic equilibrium point at the origin. 
Before we verify these, we first show the non-minimimi phase property of the system. 
Otherwise, the output trajectory tracking can be accomplished using the classical inver­
sion approach. To make notations simple, we assume that the two links are identical. 
Let /, m, and e denote their length, mass, and product of area moment inertia and 
Young's modulus respectively. Besides, let rrie and if, denote the end-point maiss and 
hub inertia of the second link respectively. 
Zero dynamics is first derived from reference dynamics (6.38) with yj = [O^.QO"]^ 
and derivatives of yd of all orders to zero (an equilibrium point). Then, a standard 
linearization on the obtained zero dynamics yields linearized zero dynamics as follows: 
Aiq -1" A2CI -l- Azq = 0, (6.54) 
where = otdAz-, and 
%m + 2m,+2i^ |m-h4m, + 4j^ -^Tn-2'^ -^m-2'^ 
§|m + 3me-f-3^ ||m6me-I-6j|- -|m-3j^ 
Ai = , (6.55) 
4e 6e 0 0 
6e 12e 0 0 
A3 = (6.56) 
0 0 4e 6e 
0 0 6e 12e 
and Qd is the damping ratio. Notice that we have exactly 
det ^3 = 144e'' > 0, (6.57) 
and 
< "• 
Equations (6.57)-(6.58) imply that the product of all eigenvalues of the system is neg­
ative. Since the total number of the eigenvalues is an even number, we conclude that 
there exists at least one positive recil eigenvalue for the linearization of the zero dy­
namics (6.54). The non-minimimi-phase property is thus verified. It is noticed from 
the above argument that the non-minimum phase property is independent of Qd, the 
damping ratio. Thus, even in the case when structural damping is neglected (0,^ = 0). 
the flexible manipulator system is stiU non-minimum phase. 
To verify the hyperbolicity of the zero dynamics, we further assume that rue = 0 and 
ib = 0 for notational simplicity. First, zero eigenvalues can be easily excluded from the 
fact det A3 ^ 0. Next, suppose the zero dynamics has pure imaginary eigenvalues ±zA 
with A 7^ 0. Substituting them into the characteristic equation of the zero dynamics 
leads to 
det (-A^Ai ±  i \ A 2  +  A 3 )  =  0. (6.59) 
det (-A^AiAg' + [1 ± jQdA]/) = 0. (6.60) 
Equation (6.60) says that there exists an eigenvalue A of matrix A1A3 ^ such that 
-A^A + [1 ± m^A] = 0. (6.61) 
A =  i [ l±mrfA] .  (6 .62)  
But the characteristic equation of matrix em~^ AiAz~^ is exactly given by 
4 61 3 331 2 127 1 ^ 5 5 s 5 = 0. (6.63) 
420 2116800 42336000 1905120000 ^ ' 
It can be easily verified that this characteristic equation has all four real roots. Thus, 
condition (6.62) can not be true. Hence, the linearization of the zero dynamics (6.54) can 
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not have purely imaginary eigenvalues ±iX .  However, it is noticed that no conclusion 
can be made about the hyperbolicity of the zero dynamics when structural damping in 
neglected (a,; = 0). 
The weU-defined relative degree property can be seen by arramging the forward dy­
namics as foUows. Substituting (6.37) into dynamics equation (6.35) yields 
[M22W - M2i{ti^)D2]q + + M2q + Mzq-k- M2i{rb)y = 0. (6.64) 
It can be easily seen that matrix M22(^) — A'/2i(^)Z)2 evaluated at 62 = 90° is exactly the 
matrix A\ in equation (6.54) because equation (6.64) with y = y^ is the reference dynam­
ics (6.38). Equation (6.58) says that this matrix Ai is nonsingular. Thus, substituting 
equations (6.37) and (6.64) into another part of the forward system dynamics (6.34) 
gives 
Mri{ip)y + Hiiip.ip) — Mr2{ip)[H2{p,i}^) + M2q + Mag] = u. (6.65) 
where 
iV/rl(0) = A/u(^) - Mr2{^)M2lW, (6.66) 
Mr2(0) = [Mi2{lp) — iV/ii(^)D2 ][ Af22(^) - A'/2l(l/')I>2 ]~^ (6.67) 
It can be easily verified that Mr^ the coefficient matrix of y, is invertible under the same 
simplifications as made in the verification of the hyperbolicity. Thus, the existence of 
a locally well-defined relative degree is verified, that is, both output components have 
relative degree two at the equilibrium point 9 = [0°, 90°]^. It can further be verified that 
the above argument is still valid over the range of 5^ < 62 < 90°. The range is selected 
such that it covers the reference trajectory chosen in the simulation study. 
6.4.3 Stable inversion vs. computed torque 
In this subsection, we present simulation results and study the performance of our 
stable inversion based tracking controllers by comparing it with the well-known com­
puted torque approach. 
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To apply stable inversion, the iterative procedure discussed in Appendix A is caxried 
out to compute stable inverses. For the selected reference output trajectory, the nominal 
control input Ud and the desired joint-angle trajectory 6d axe calculated through the 
following steps: 
• Step 1: Set go(0 = ^ ^ 
• Step 2: Linearize (6.38) along go(0 9o(0 to get (6.48), (A.6)-(A.8) and (A.12)-
(A.18). 
• Step 3: Integrate equation (A.16) backward in time to get S { t ) .  
• Step 4: Integrate equation (A.17) backward in time to get cr(f). 
• Step 5: Integrate equation (A.18) forward in time to get and get (,2(i) by 
(A.14). 
qii)  
-I 
Ci 
Step 6: Compute = 
qii)  C2 
• Step 7: If 11^ — <70II is greater thaji a given threshold, set qo = q and go to step 2. 
otherwise go to step 8. 
• Step 8: Compute the nominal input from (6.41) and desired rigid mode 0d from 
(6.37). 
The numerical procedure stops when it leads to a relative error of 5 x lO""* in q 
between the third and the fourth iterations. It takes less than five minutes on a DEC 
workstation with the algorithm coded in Matlab. Figure 6.4 shows the nominal control 
input Ud, the joint torque needed to produce the desired tip trajectories in output. As 
expected, the torque needs to be applied to pre-shape the links some time before the tip 
starts moving due to the non-minimum phase property of the system. 
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By STABLE INVERSION 
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Figure 6.4 Nomiaai Control Input by Stable Inversion 
Table 6.2 lists eigenvalues of the linearized forward system dynamics. They are 
computed from the linear approximation of forweird dynamics (6.29) at 0 = [0''.90'']^ 
cind (7 = 0. It is clear that the open-loop forward dynamics is unstable due to four poles 
at the origin. Those poles are corresponding to rigid modes 6 and 9. 
Table 6.2 Eigenvalues of Open-Loop Forward Dynamics 
0 0 0 0 
-I6.2886-l-i4.7029 -16.2886-i4.7029 -0.2219+i0.6581 -0.2219-i0.6581 
-42.6746+i81.9378 -42.6746-l-i81.9378 -0.6345-hil 1.2469 -0.6345-i 11.2469 
The controller structure of our stable inversion method is shown in Figure 6.5. It 
is the structure of the Approach II. The stabilizing signal is superimposed on the 
feed-forward nominal control to obtain the total control input to the plzint. Since the 
flexible modes of the arm are not mecisurable, the controller uses only the rigid-angle 
measurement for feedback. It is noticed that the input/output map from the joint torque 
to the rigid angle is of minimum phase. The PD joint-angle stabilizing feedback is given 
by 
7(5) = -K^9 - KdL (6.68) 
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Stabilizer 
Inverse Forwaxd 
Figure 6.5 Control Scheme of Stable Inversion 
The feed-forwaxd plus feedback controller has the following overall form: 
u = Urf + u, 
= Ud->r l {6) -  7(0<i) 
= Ud — Kp[6 — 6d\ — Kd[9 — ^<i], (6.69) 
— 
(6.70) 
where 
0.5 0 
0 0.375 
The gain matrices are selected to stabilize the two linearizations of the forward dynamics 
at to ajid tj. The eigenvalues of the linearization of the forward dynamics (6.29) at 
6 = [0°, 90°]^ and q = 0 after stabilization axe given in Table 6.3. 
Table 6.3 Eigenvalues of Closed-Loop Dynamics 
-43.8221+i81.2408 -43.8221-i81.2408 -16.3544-hi54.6808 -16.3544+154.6808 
-0.9070+111.6319 -0.9070-ill.6319 -1.7529+15.8291 -1.7529-io.8291 
-1.4119+il.0185 -1.4119-il.0185 -0.2608+10.6814 -0.2608-i0.6814 
i i 
Using control law (6.69), computer simulation of the closed-loop system is carried 
out in Matlab. Figure 6.6 plots the output trajectories using the tracking controller 
against the desired reference output trajectories. It is concluded that the tips of the 
robot arm foUow the desired trajectories exeictly without any undershoot, overshoot, or 
steady-state errors. 
By STABLE INVERSION 
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Figure 6.6 Reference Trajectory and Trajectory by Stable Inversion 
As a compairison, the well-known computed torque technique [62] is considered. Sim­
ilarly, only rigid modes are assumed to be measurable and used for feedback. The input 
torque to the system by the computed torque method can then be expressed as follows, 
r- = Mn{ei)h + H,{dM - Kd{0 - ~ A'p(0 - 0,), (6.71) 
where 9^ is computed by 9^ = yd- The feedback gains Aj and A'p are chosen in such a 
way as to optimize the output tracking. 
For the same reference trajectory, the output profiles generated by the computed 
torque method are shown in Figure 6.7. Clearly, the computed torque technique causes 
significant output tracking error. The error is entirely due to the design in which the 
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Figure 6.7 Reference Trajectory and Trajectory by Computed Torque 
flexibility is not taJcen into consideration. Not like the robot system studied in the 
preceding chapter, this two-link flexible maxiipulator system has a non-minimum phase 
property that is not "weak". 
6.5 Conclusions 
Stable inversion based tracking control for nonlinear non-minimum phase systems is 
successfully applied to the tip trajectory tracking for a two-link flexible robot manipula­
tor in this chapter. Simulation results demonstrate that the stable inversion approach is 
very effective for obtEiining stable and remarkably accurate output tracking for multi-link 
flexible manipulators. 
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CHAPTER 7 OPTIMAL MOTION PLANNING AND 
CONTROL OF A FLEXIBLE SPACE ROBOT 
This chapter investigates a new optimal motion control strategy for a flexible space 
robot. The robot is cissumed to consist of a two-link flexible manipulator attached to 
rigid spacecraft floating in space. The control strategy is optimal in the sense that the 
system performance measured by the maneuvering time together with control effort and 
structural vibrations is optimized while the interference from the arm to spacecraft is 
kept satisfactorily small. 
7.1 Introduction 
Structurai flexibility of space robot arms cind limited solar energy supplied by space­
craft impose great challenges to a satisfactory space robot motion control. Firstly, any 
control strategy clearly has to result in a minimum energy consumption because of lim­
ited resource. Secondly, any movement of the robot manipulator would transmit an 
undesirable interference force from the arm to spacecraft. Finally, any control forces 
or disturbances applied to the arm are very likely to excite structural vibrations in the 
arm cis well as in spacecraft. Therefore, a good motion control design for a space robot 
should have the following properties: 1) achieving desired motion with the shortest pos­
sible time; 2) not exciting structural vibrations; 3) using a minimal amount of energy; 
and 4) producing satisfactorily small interference on spacecraft. 
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Though robotics has been «in active research axea for the past few decades, applica­
tions eire concerned primarily with massive earth-bound industrial robots. Investigations 
concerning space robots have been mostly carried out by considering a rigid-link assimip-
tion [43]. To deal with the flexibility, a perturbation approach has been utilized to design 
separate motion controllers for the rigid and the flexible parts by assuming relatively 
small elastic vibrations [40]. Using reaction wheels or attitude control jets [61], the ef­
fect of interference from manipulator motion to spacecraft can be compensated. Another 
method to reduce the interference is to include spacecraft in trajectory planning and to 
use kinematic redimdancy to optimize robot trajectories [39]. AU the methods either 
lead to slow motion in order to keep down energy consumption and vibration excitation, 
or neglect the transient impact on spacecraft. 
A fundamentally different approach to the tracking control of flexible structures is 
by using non-causal inversion. The idea Weis first presented by Bayo [2] to solve for 
inverse dynamics of one-link flexible robots. Since one-link robots are lineax systems, 
the Fast Fourier Transform method worked successfully. By using feedback linearization 
and locally exponentially stable joint controllers, the method was extended to multi-link 
flexible robots [50]. With these results, the stable inversion concept was introduced to 
design exact and stable output tracking controls for a general class of nonlinear non-
minimum phase systems [11, 12]. Furthermore, as studied in chapter 3, stable inverses 
have a nice minimum energy property. Specifically, stable inversion can achieve a given 
reference trajectory using a minimal amount of control energy and causing a minimal 
amount of internal vibrations. 
In this chapter, we investigate a new motion control strategy by using the stable 
inversion approach for space manipulators with two flexible links zind no control jets 
or reaction wheels. Section 7.2 briefly describes the equations of motion of the flexible 
space robot. It also presents the formulation of a nonlinear optimal control problem 
that characterized the optimal motion control. Section 7.3 is devoted to introduce an 
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approach to solve the optimad motion control problem by applying stable inversion. The 
approach involves an optimal trajectory planning and output tracking control design. 
Section 7.4 is intended to provide a closed-form solution of stable inverses to simplify the 
trajectory planning problem. In Section 7.5, a simulation study is set up and carried out 
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed motion control strategy. Computation 
of the stable inverse is caxried out using the numericaJ approach developed in Chapter 3. 
Finally, some remarks are made in section 7.6. 
7.2 Forward Dynamics and Problem Statement 
Consider a flexible space robot that consists of a rigid platform, representing space­
craft, and a robot arm with two flexible links. Both joints of the links are considered 
to be revolute, and input torque is applied at these joints. Both links are assumed to 
be slender such that the Euler-Bernoulli beam asstimption is valid. A planar maneuver 
is assumed, and out-of-plane deflections of both links are neglected. Any possible effect 
from the sun ajid the earth is also neglected which means that there are no external 
forces acting on the system. 
7.2.1 Forward system dynamics 
Figure 7.1 depicts the space robot system together with its reference coordinate 
frames. The link connected to spacecraft is referred to as link one and the link attached 
to the tip of the first link is link two. The rotation angle 6i of link one is the angle between 
the undeformed link position and the vertical axis of the body frame of spacecraft. The 
angle 02 is the joint rotation of rigid base of the second link measuring the undeformed 
second link position from the tangent line at the tip of the first link. Zi measures the 
distance of a point at link i in the direction of the undeformed link position and Wi is 
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Figure 7.1 Flexible Space Robot 
the deformation for the ith link at Zi for i = 1 and 2. 
The assumed modes method is used to parameterize the continuous deformation of 
both flexible links. The admissible functions axe chosen to be the ones for clamped-free 
beams [37], and two flexible modes are assigned to each link: 
^.(2^0 = Vi = 1,2, (7.1) 
i=i 
where cr,- is of dimension one by two axid 9, two by one for z = 1 and 2. the jth 
admissible function of link i  for z = 1 and 2, is given by 
(Tij{zi) = kj[ cosh(/3,j/.) + cos{/3ijli) ][ cosh(Aj2.) - cos(/?.j2,) ] 
- [ s inh{ (3 i j l i )  - sin(/?.j/.) ][sinh(/?,y2,) - sin(/?,-j2.) ], (7.2) 
where /, is the length of link i  for z = 1 and 2, k j  a constant, and for j = 1 and 2 are 
the first two low-frequency solutions of the following equations 
1 + cosh(/?,j/,) cos{0ijli) = 0, Vf = 1,2. (7.3) 
Denote the whole system's generalized coordinates as 
tp = [xo,yo,^Oi ^2) <712, <721,922 (7-4) 
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which consists of the coordinates v for spacecraft, the rigid modes 6 ajid the flexible 
modes q for the arm: 
V = [xo,yo, ^o]'', d = [5i, 02, q = [gu,912,<721,922r • 
By the Lagrange's method [5], the equations of motion caji be written as 
+ Mi2{rl^)0 + Mi3{ip)q + ip) = 0, 
A/2i(^)u + M22{rp)d + M23{x/^)q + ir2(^T 4^) = 
M3i{ip)v + M32{rp)0 + M33{xl))q + ip) + C,9 + A',9 = 0, 
which can be put in a more compact form 
M(0)^ + + Cih + Kxi^ = BuU, 
def def (7.5) 
(7.6) 
(7.7) 
(7.8) 
(7.9) 
where u is the vector of joint torque and Bu the torque distribution matrix given by 
• r 
^ ^2x3 I2 02x4 • (7.10) 
K is the stiffness matrix 
5u= [  
r 1 ^5x5 0^x2 0^x2 
K = OsxS ^5x4 (7.11) 
^4x5 1 
02x5 
02x2 
A'l 
^2x2 
02x2 
A2 
and their elements are given by 
(A-,lit = 1^' Vi = 1.2, (7.12) 
where e, denotes product of the Young's modulus constant and the axea moment of 
inertia of link i for 2 = 1 and 2, and <T|y(-) the second derivative of o",j(-) with respect to 
spatial variable z,-. The damping matrix C is taken to be proportional to matrix K by 
damping ratios Odi and ad2 of the two links respectively: 
r - Osxs Osx2 O5X2 
OsxS <^5x4 (7.13) C = 
^4x5 
^2x5 
^2x2 
c, 
02x2 
02x2 
C2 
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where 
Ci — QdiKi, and C2 — Q;<i2^2- (7-14) 
M{ip) is the positive definite symmetric inertia matrix and its detailed definition is 
given in Appendix C. ^), the part containing centrifugal and coriolis terms, can 
be obtained from M{ip) as follows: 
= (7.15) 
The Cartesian coordinates of the tip position of the manipulator relative to spacecraft 
axe chosen to be the system's output vector. Each component is given by 
j/i = l i  sin(^i H j—-qi) + /2 sin(0i + ^ 2 + ^ i (^ i)qi  H—~7~^92)i ("-16) 
'1 h 
1/2 = cos(^i H j—-qi) + /2 cos(5i + ^ 2 + <^1(^1)^1 -I T~^92)- (7.17) 
' 1  ' 2  
In a more compact form, the output equation caji be written as 
y = h(il}). (7.18) 
Equation (7.9) together with (7.18) constitutes the forward system dynamics of the 
flexible space robot system. It is noticed that the system dynamics is smooth, square 
(wi th  the  same  number  o f  inpu t s  a j id  ou tpu t s ) ,  and  a f f ine  in  con t ro l  i npu t  u .  
7.2.2 Statement of the problem 
Consider a typical task usually performed by a robot manipulator attached to space­
craft. The teisk would be to grasp an object, say a satellite, from space and put it into 
spacecraft. To fulfill the task, motion control needs to be applied to move the robot arm 
from an initial configuration to a final configuration. 
A good motion control design should, as mentioned eaxlier, achieve the desired con­
figuration change with the shortest possible maneuvering time tj — to where fo and tj 
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respectively denote the initiai and final time of the maneuver. Due to a scaxcity of fuel 
in space and limited solax energy, the motion should require a minimal amount of con­
trol effort which could be characterized by the ^2-norm and the magnitude of control 
input u. Relatively long and flimsy robot arms used for space purpose render them­
selves more structural flexibility and are more likely to cause structural vibrations. The 
£2-norm and the magnitude of the flexible coordinates q could be used to characterize 
the structural vibrations which should be kept as small as possible for a good maneuver. 
The undesirable interference from the manipulator to spacecraft can adversely effect the 
space  miss ion  and  shou ld  be  kep t  wi th in  a  suf f i c i en t ly  sma l l  r ange .  The  magn i tude  o f  v  
could be one characterization of this interference. 
Based on the above discussion, an optimization problem is set up as follows. The 
performance index is set up such that the optimized motion control minimizes a linear 
combination of tj — to, || « lUaC-oo.+oo) || 9 IUjC-oo.+oo)- Limitations on magnitudes 
of those undesirable quantities are set up as constraints (7.22), and a feasible set U is 
defined according to magnitude requirement on control input as well as the saturation 
levels of joint actuators installed: 
U = { u  I  | | u , | U „ ( _ o o . + o o )  V t - = 1 , 2 } .  ( 7 . 1 9 )  
Let y d { t o )  and y d { t f )  respectively denote the initial and the final configurations of the 
arm. The problem that characterizes the motion control design is thus given by 
Definition 7 (Optimal Motion Control Problem) 
mm J(«) = wt[tf-tQ] + Wu\\u ||£j(-oo,+oo) + tw,!! q Ik2(-oo.+oo) (7.20) 
subject to 
y { t ) = y d i t o ) ,  Vf<to ,  and  y { t )  =  y d i t f ) ,  ' ^ t > t f ,  (7.21) 
| | g | |<e , ,  and  | | t j | |<Ci> ,  (7 .22)  
forward system dynamics (7.9) & (7.18), (7.23) 
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and to is given. 
Constreiint (7.21) specifies the desired configtiration cheinge and the norm || • || in (7.22) 
is taJcen to be the component-wise infinity norm. Wt, Wu and ty, cire weighting constants. 
It is noticed that (7.20)-(7.23) is a highly nonlinear and non-convex optimal control 
problem. Not having any structure on U as well as the hard (equaiity) constraints (7.21) 
on initial and final configurations mzikes it impossible to solve the Hamilton-Jacobi-
Bellman equation associated with the Pontryagin Minimum Principle. By taking ad­
vantage of a minimum energy property of stable inversion, we propose an approach that 
would lead to a suboptimal solution of the problem stated. 
7.3 Optimal Motion Control in Two Stages 
Firstly, each feasible control u G U (with a specified initial state condition) corre­
sponds to ein output trajectory y through the input/output map of forward dynam­
ics (7.9) (7.18). Secondly, the set of all smooth trajectories satisfying the required 
configuration change renders itself a better structure than that of U. These facts suggest 
a reorganization of searching over controls by a trajectory planning problem searching 
over output trajectories combined with a control optimization for each such trajectory. 
Following this idea, it is easy to see that the optimization problem (7.20) can be 
reorganized into two stages. In the outer-stage, an optimization is searching over all 
smooth trajectories satisfying the requirement on initial and final configurations. For 
each such trajectory, an inner-stage optimization is performed to find an optimal control 
input that minimizes the performance index. Thus, optimization over both control 
inputs and output trajectories are performed. This two-stage problem can be stated as 
follows: 
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Definition 8 (Motion Control in Two-Stage) 
mm W6Y min ^(w) = u7t[t/-io] + u;„||ti||£,(_oo.+oo)+«?,||9||£,(_oo.+oo) (7-24) 
s. t. y = yd 
subject to 
| | 7 | |<e„  and  | | u | l<e i„  
forward system dynamics (7.9) &: (7.18), 
(7.25) 
(7.26) 
and to is given. 
The set Y contains ail smooth trajectories satisfying the hard constraints on initiad and 
final configurations: 
Y {  Vd 1  yd{t) = ydito), Vt  <  to, yd{t) = yd( t / ) ,  Vf  > f /  }. (7.27) 
Notice that the only constraint in the inner optimization is an output tracking re­
quirement y{t) = yd{t) and aJl other constraints are left to the outer optimization. Hence, 
the inner-stage is an unconstrciined exact output tracking control problem minimizing 
J[u). The newly developed stable inversion theory provides a solution that precisely 
addresses this issue. 
7.3,1 Inner-stage by stable inversion 
Recall the interesting energy feature of the stable inverse solution established in 
Chapter 3, Theorem 3 and Theorem 5 on the minimimi energy property of system's 
internal vibrations and the nomined control input u^. Specifically, let r] be any coordinate 
for the invariant zero dynamics manifold of the system (2.3)-(2.4) and rjd denote the 
solution of the two-point boundary value problem (2.29)-(2.30) which corresponds to 
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the stable inverse Xd and uj. Then, it has been proved in the two theorems that (1) 
among infinitely many solutions for rj that corresponding to y = yd, rjd is the only one 
with finite £2(—oo,+oo)-norm; (2) among infinitely many input trajectories that axe 
able to produce y = t/j, Ud is the only trajectory with finite £2(—oo,+oo)-norm. In 
another word, for a given yd and the requirement y = yd, Ud and rjd firom stable inversion 
give the minimum energy solution for the input as well as the interned vibrations. 
Now consider the inner-stage optimization problem for a given yd'. 
Definition 9 (Inner-Stage Optimization Problem) 
min J(«) = u7t[f/-«o] + u7uliu|kj(-oo.+oo) + w'7ll9lk2{-oo.+oo) ("-28) 
subject to 
y { t ) = y d { t ) ,  (7.29) 
forward system dynamics (7.9) & (7.18), (7.30) 
and to is given. 
The forwajd dynamics of the space robot given by (7.9) is cleeirly linear in input and can 
be written in the form of equation (2.3). Furthermore, let us assume that all conditions 
for stable inversion are satisfied (the assertion is to be discussed later), q and q can be 
used as the coordinates for the zero dynamics of the robot which is in fact the structural 
vibration dynamics. 
Since the performance index J { u )  contains £2-iiorms of both control input u  and 
internal state q, it is easy to see that the stable inverse is the only solution to the inner-
stage optimization problem (7.28) based on the minimum energy property. The optimal 
performance index is then given by 
J(y^) = J-(u) 
y=yd 
=  W t [ t f  -  fo]  +  u;„ | |  U d i y d )  lU^c-oo.+oo) +  li'gll q d i V d )  IUj( —oo.+oo)? ('• 31) 
where Ud and qd denote the stable inverses for a given yd-
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7.3.2 Optimal trajectory planning 
For the two-stage problem (7.24), the inner-stage is automatically solved by stable 
inversion. The problem is then reduced to the outer-stage. By substituting the optimal 
solution from the inner-stage (7.31), the remaining outer-stage is an optimal trajectory 
planning problem given as follows. 
Definition 10 (Optimal Trajectory Planning Problem) 
m i n  J {yd) = Wt[tf  -  « o ]  - f -  u ; „ | |  Ud l U ^ c - o o . + o o )  +  i f ? ! !  W  I k j C - o o . + o o )  ( 7 . 3 2 )  
subject to 
I W d  I I  <  e u ,  ( 7 . 3 3 )  
i  g r f  I I  <  e ? ,  a n d  | |  V d  | |  <  C i - ,  ( 7 . 3 4 )  
and to is given. 
The constraint (7.33) rewrites the definition (7.19) on feasible set U. 
There are two difficulties in solving this problem. First, the optimization is still 
an infinite-dimensioned searching over trajectory space specified by Y. Secondly, every 
constraint or index evaiuation requires solutions of stable inversion which itself is an 
iterative procedure in general. Thus, tremendous computing effort is demanded. 
To handle the first difficulty, we parameterize every trajectory 6 Y as a linear 
combination of a finite number of base time functions. By doing so, the optimization 
problem (7.32) is reduced to a finite-dimensional problem. However, only a suboptimal 
solution is pursued. It can be verified that choosing sinusoidal base functions as follows 
is a valid parameterization: 
y < / ( p i , - - - , p n , 0  =  y d { t o )  +  [ y d { t f )  - y d i t o ) ] - ^  
i f  — to 
- [ y d { t f )  - y d i t o ) ] { * )  Pi • /n • ^ ^0 X I^^sm(27rz-  - )  
L ^TTI tf — to (7.35) 
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where piA |-pn = [li 1]^! and each pi for i = 1,..., n is a two by one constant 
vector, the design parzuneter, and the operation (*) is defined a s  a component-wise 
vector multiplication. 
To deal with the second diflSculty, we derive a closed-form stable inverses from lin­
earized system dynamics. Thus avoiding iterations on every constraint or index eved-
uation. The derivation of the closed-form stable inverses is outlined in the following 
section. 
7.4 Closed-Form Stable Inverses 
In this section, we try to derive a closed-form stable inverse to simplify the optimal 
trajectory plajming problem (7.32). Firstly, it can be verified that the system dynam­
ics (7.9) and (7.18) have a well-defined vector relative degree for the output defined. 
Secondly, the smoothness ajid smailness of yd can be guaranteed by selecting cin appro­
priate feasible trajectory set Y in motion planning. However, it is noticed that zero 
dynamics of flexible space robots with joint torque as input and tip position as out­
put does not have a hyperbolic equilibrium point at the origin due to zero eigenvalues 
corresponding to the generalized coordinates of the spacecraft. To make stable inver­
sion applicable, system dynamics is first modified such that it renders hyperbolic zero 
dyncimics without destroying the relative degree condition. Then, a closed-form stable 
inverses is derived through a linezirization approach. 
7.4.1 Augmented forward dynamics 
To deal with the non-hyperbolicity of zero dynamics, we augment both system's 
input and output vectors. Let y = u be the augmented output component, aad u the 
augmented input that consists of three components: two thrusters acting on spacecraft 
in directions aligned with the body ajces, axid a torque on the mass center of spacecraft. 
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Then, the augmented forward system dynaxnics can be written as 
Mu(0)u + MI2(0)5 -f Miz{rf})q + i f )  = Bi{xh)u, (7.36) 
M2i{tp)v + M22{i})9 + M23(l/')q + ^ 2(V', i ' )  = (7.37) 
A^3I(^)v + M32(0)0 + if) + C<,q + Kqq = 0, (7.38) 
y = /»(V'), 
(7.39) 
y = u. 
where Bi(0) is a nonsingular force distribution matrix given by 
cos 6q — sin 9q 0 
= sin 00 cos 00 0 
0 0 1 
(7.40) 
Since we assume that no forces from spacecraft could be used, a non-holonomic con­
straint by setting u = 0 in equation (7.36) is added to ovu- motion control problem (7.20). 
This constraint will also appecir in the optimal trajectory planning problem (7.32). 
With the coordinates of spacecraft specified as part of the output, this augmented 
dynamics shares the same zero dynamics as those for two-link flexible robots. Thus, 
hyperbolic zero dynamics is guaranteed (see Chapter 6). 
7.4.2 Stable inverse dynamics 
In the flexible space robot czise, the stable inverse dynamics can be easily derived from 
the augmented dynamics (7.36)-(7.39). For any given t/d, We first get inverse kinematics 
from output equation (7.39) tis follows: 
(7.41) 
(7.42) 
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It is noticed that in the above derivations we have assumed that the both links are of 
the same length 1^ = [2 = I and the same mode shapes are used o-i = 0*2 = a. Let dy be 
the tip angle seeing from the hub of link 1 measuring from the vertical axis of spacecraft 
body frame. The equations (7.41)-(7.42) aire valid for 0 < < 180°. Outside this range 
the inverse may not exist or different expressions should be used due to singularity and 
nonlineeirity. 
Rewrite equations (7.41)-(7.42) in a more compact form as follows: 
&  =  f e i U d )  +  M e q .  (7.43) 
Substituting (7.43) and v = yd into dynamics (7.37)-(7.38) yields the stable inverse 
dynamics: 
[ Mz2{-)Me + A/33(-) ]qd + C^qd + Rqqd 
+ Mz2{-)fe{yd) + Mzi{-)yd — 0^ (7.44) 
Ud = [M22{-)^t6 + ^ h3i-)]qd + Hii') + M 2 2 { ' ) f e { y d )  + ^ h i { - ) y d i  (7.45) 
where the subscript d  stands for stable inverse solutions by imposing required boundaxy 
conditions (see Section 2.2), and matrices M2i{-),..., M33(-) are functions of (^j, yd) 
and H2[-) and H^i-) are those of {qd-,ydiyd) and their derivatives. With the same sub­
stitution, the non-holonomic constraint can be written as 
[ Mi2{-)Mg + A/i3(-) + Hi{-) + Mi2[-)fe[yd) + A/u(*)yrf = 0- ("-46) 
A standard linearization on equations (7.44)-(7.46) yields 
[ + CqCid + K^qd + M^2^yyd + ^siVd = 0? (7^-47) 
[ M°2Me + Mfa ]qd + = 0, (7.48) 
and an expression for u^, where the equilibrium point with q° = [0,0,0,0]^, 0° — [25°^ 45°]^ 
and = [0-OT 30°]^ is chosen as the linearizing point. 
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From (7.48) we have 
J, = -<r'[ [ + iVf» + Mf,Af.ii, I, (7.49) 
where the invertibility is guaranteed since the system inertia matrix is positive definite. 
Substituting (7.49) into (7.47) we obtain 
M^qd + + ^Qd + M^Vd = 0, (7.50) 
where the coefficient matrices M®,..., M° axe obviously defined. The equation (7.50) is 
actually the zero dynamics in linearization. It can be written in a state-space form 
q=Aqq+Bgyd, (7.51) 
where q = [qj,  ^ J]^, and matrices A, and B, axe defined accordingly. 
7.4.3 Closed-form stable inverses 
To solve for a stable the dynamics (7.51) is first decoupled by a transformation 
(7.52) - dcf <? = - def <7 = 
Xgq X.xiq 
which leads to 
J. 0 9i 
+ 
Bs 
yd, 
92 0 I 
(7.53) 
where both Js and — eire Hurwitz. This is guaxanteed by the hyperbolicity assumption 
on the zero dynamics. 
Time-sc«ding is ceirried out to simplify the calculation f = [< — fo]/[^/ — ^o]- From 
the boundaxy conditions requirement of stable inversion we know that the dynaxoics lies 
in unstable manifold of the zero dynamics at time fo and in stable manifold at time 
tj. Equivalently, qi{i = 0) = 0 and q2[i = 1) = 0. Solving (7.53) with these boundary 
conditions, we obtain 
=  f  e x p {J, f [ t  -  T \}B^ f y d { T ) d r ,  > 0, Jo (7.54) 
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q2{i) = exp{-yu/[r - i]}B„ / y d ( T )  d r .  Vf < 1, 
where by time-scaling 
(7.55) 
T def , r J def . j o def Bs _ def -^u Jgj — tjjg., J'uf — tfJui tJaf — , -Ou/ — , 
tj tf (7.56) 
Straightforward integrations on equations (7.54) and (7.55) with yd paraxneterized by 
(7.35) provides for all f > 0, 
9i(f) = H 
:=I 
— [ - cos(w,-f)/] Bsf \jsfBsj sin(u;,f) Uii *• •' Wj Pui: (7.57) 
and for all t < 1, 
«2(i") = E'>c' 
1=1 
— [^ - cos{u!ii)I] Buf \jujBuj sin(u;,Z) ( jJi  L J uf 
where 
uJi 2772, and p^, = u;,[yrf(l) - yrf(0)](*)p.-. 
Pw., (7.58) 
(7.59) 
(7.60) 
Recall that the operation (*) is defined in equation (7.35) as a component-wise vector 
multiplication. 
Now the transformation (7.52) gives us a closed-form solution of q, equivalently, 
{qd,qd)-
X„,e-^-r'q2(0), Vf < 0; 
qd — * Xaqqi{t)  + A'u,^2(0I ^0 ^ ^ ^ 1; (^*^1) 
where qi{i) and q2{i) are given by equations (7.57)-(7.58). Using this solution and an 
integration on equation (7.49) with tirae-scaiing carefully involved will bring us the 
solution of Vd. Finally, substituting of solutions of qd and Vd into equation (7.45) in its 
linearized form yields Ud- Expressions of Vd and Ud axe considerably messy. However, 
their derivations are straightforward. 
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7.5 Optimal Motion Pleuining and Control 
In this section, we present a simulation study to demonstrate the effectiveness of 
the proposed optimai motion control strategy. The optimal trajectory planning prob­
lem (7.32) is firstly solved to yield a planned tip trajectory satisfying the required 
configuration change. Then, the stable inverse is computed and an output tracking 
controller is designed incorporating the inverse to drive system output, the tip of the 
manipulator, to track yj. 
7.5.1 Simulation setup 
The flexible space robot Is assumed to have the following properties: spacecraft has 
100(A:^) of total mass and 150(fcym^) of moment of inertia; the arm consists of two 
identical links and each link has length 5(m), mciss per unit length 0.2(%/m), damping 
ratio 0.025, the product of the area moment inertia and the Young's modulus 40( A/'/m^). 
Each link is also cissumed to have 0.1 (fc^) of tip mass and 2Q{kgm}) of rigid hub inertia. 
We assume that the initial and final configurations of the arm are 
^d(fo) = [0°,5'']^ and = [50%80'']^ (7-62) 
which may be visucdized from Figure 7.2 corresponding to positions 1 and 5. 
The coefficients kj for j = 1 and 2 in the admissible function (7.2) are taken as fci = 1 
and ki = 0.01. Since a non-causai control is expected, we set to = 10 (second). We aiso 
set small constraint bounds on u, u and q to represent slow movement of spacecraft and 
allowable sizes of control torque and structurai vibrations; 
e„ = [5,5p, e, = [0.125,0.125,0.125,0.125]^, £„ = [0.25,0.5,0.75]^. (7.63) 
Tip trajectories are parameterized with three different frequency components by taking 
fi = 3 in (7.35). The weights in the performance index are chosen as iwt = 0.5, = 0.05 
and Wq = 0.45. 
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Figure 7.2 Planned Motion with only Rigid Dynamics 
7.5.2 Optimal tip trajectory pl£inning 
To solve the trajectory planning problem (7.32), the following procedure is followed: 
• to simplify the problem by paxameterizing output trajectories (7.35) and by uti­
lizing the closed-form solution of stable inverses (section 6.4); 
• to solve for a suboptimal solution as the planned trajectory by utilizing Matlab 
Optimization Toolbox. 
With the above simulation set up and the procedure, after running on an SGI work­
station for about ten minutes a solution to the trajectory planning is found as follows: 
t'j = 10.60(second) 
0.6616 0.2211 0.1173 
p ' l  = 
0.8795 
II 
-0.0046 
, and pI = 
0.1250 
(7.64) 
The corresponding output trajectory yj can be obtained by substituting this solution 
into the parameterization equation (7.35). Figtire 7.3 shows the trajectory obtained. 
The upper paxt is the first component of output t/i and the lower the second component 
of output vector y2-
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Figure 7.3 Suboptimal Tip Trajectory Plajined 
7.5.3 Output tracking control design 
By solving the trajectory pleinning problem, we obtain the prescribed trajectory yj 
satisfying the desired configuration change. The next is to compute the stable inverse 
for an output tracking controller. The following procedure is followed: 
• to modify the system dynamics such that it meets the hyperbolic zero dynamics 
requirement; 
• to caxry out a numerical algorithm on the modified dynamics to compute the stable 
i n v e r s e  f o r  g i v e n  y j .  
While in solving the trajectory planning problem, a coordinate trajectory of space-
crcift v2 corresponding to y2 can aJso be obtained from equation (7.49). The forward 
dynamics equations (7.7)-(7.8) with v substituted by together with the output equa­
tion (7.18) constitute the modified forward system dynamics: 
M22{0,q)6 + M23{d,q)q + [H2{6,q,6,q) + M2i{0,q)v2] = u, (7.65) 
A/32(^, <7)^ + Mssie, q)q + C^q + K^q + [ H2{9, q, 0, q) + Maiuj ] = 0, (7.66) 
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y  =  h { 0 , q ) .  (7.67) 
With the coordinates of spacecraft specified, this modified dynamics is essentially the 
dynamics for two-link flexible robots (Chapter 6). Thus, it meets the requirements to 
apply stable inversion. 
The algorithm developed in Section 3.2 is carried out on the modified dynam­
ics (7.65)-(7.67). The dynamics is firstly stabilized by 
7(0) = -Kj,d - KdO. (7.68) 
Coded in Matlab, the algorithm is executed on an SGI workstation. The procedure 
converges to a satisfactorily small error after only three iterations. The computing time 
is about three to four minutes. Only three iterations When the algorithm converges, 
we obtain the stable inverse pair — 7(^5), (0j, 0^, g^) ) of the modified dynam­
ics (7.65)-(7.67). This stable inverse is then used to approximate the stable inverse of 
the original dynamics (7.9) and (7.18). Shown in Figure 7.4 is the uj. 
u,: solid 
u^; dashed 
25 
Time (sec) 
Figure 7.4 Approximated Nominal Control Input u} 
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A closed-loop tracking controller is then designed using the stable inverse pair ajid 
it's structure is the same as that used in the preceding chapter for flexible manipulators. 
A feed-forward plus feedback control law is given by 
It is noticed that the stabilizing feedback is also a simple linear joint-angle PD feedback. 
See Chapter 4 and a reference by Chen [10] for tracking performance and stability 
analysis for various controller structures incorporating stable inverses. 
The tip movement by forward simulation is shown in Figvire 7.5 together with the 
planned tip trajectory j/j. It is seen that an excellent output tracking has been achieved. 
The error between the simulated trajectory and the planned one is mainly due to the 
approximation made to the forward system dynamics in order to render hyperbolic 
zero dynamics. The desired configuration change is thus fulfilled by the motion control 
which uses only joint-angle measurement and joint torque but not any control forces 
from spacecraft. 
7.5.4 Suboptimal path vs. sinusoidal trajectory 
Before concluding this application study, let us make a brief comparison study. An 
output trajectory ys with sinusoidal acceleration profile is chosen as another planned 
trajectory. Such smooth trajectories £ire considered to be the best trajectories as a 
common practice in manipulator control area. This trajectory y, is constructed such 
that it requires the same amount of time to fulfill the maneuver and it also satisfies 
the requirement on the configuration change. The trajectory can be obtained from the 
parameterization equation (7.35) with 
« = + l{G) - 7(^i) 
= u l - K ^ [ 9 - d l ] - K d [ d - t ^ \ .  (7.69) 
n = 1, and pi = [1,1]^. (7.70) 
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Figure 7.5 Plajined Trajectory and Trajectory by Simulation 
With this sinusoidal output trajectory y,, the saxae procedure is carried out to compute 
the stable inverse. The saxae tracking controller structure is also assumed. Simulation 
results are summarized in Table 7.1. It is clearly seen that the sinusoidal trajectory 
requires more control energy and exhibits more structural vibrations. 
Table 7.1 A Comparison on Performance 
SuboptimaJ yj Sinusoidal y. 
Time t /  —  t o  10.60 10.60 
Control II It ||c2(—oo,+oo) 14.40 16.27 
Vibration || g ||/:j(-oo.+oo) 0.57 0.65 
Index J { u )  6.28 6.41 
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7.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter, a new strategy has been developed for motion control of a flexible 
space robot. The motion control is formulated as a nonlinear optimcil control problem 
cind reaxrajiged into two stages. The inner-stage is cis an unconstrained exact output 
tracking problem for which stable inversion provides the unique optimal solution. With 
this, the outer-stage becomes an optimal trajectory planning involving system output 
alone. A suboptimal solution is obtained using parameterization with a finite number of 
base functions. Finally, the stable inversion bcised output tracking controller is designed 
to realize the plaimed motion. 
It is noticed that an error exists between the achieved and the planned output tra­
jectories. This is due to an approximation used in computing the stable inverse for the 
planned trajectory. Specifically, we have used the reduced dynamics model (7.65)-(7.67)) 
by replacing the generalized coordinate for spacecraft v with uj, the same coordinate 
computed in trajectorj' planning process using linearized dynamics (7.49). The approxi­
mation is necessaxy in order to satisfy a condition in stable inversion. However, if we are 
allowed to use reaction wheels or attitude control jets, conditions in stable inversion will 
be automatically satisfied. In that case, we expect that the error would be eliminated. 
It is also worth pointing out that the "optimality" of the proposed approach is 
affected by a few simplifications made in the study. Firstly, a linearized model has been 
used to obtain closed-form stable inverse solutions. Secondly, feasible trajectories have 
been parameterized with a rzimp function and three sinusoidal functions of different 
frequencies. On the other hand, the true solution to the optimal control problem by 
the Pontryagin Minimum Principle is in general extremely difficult if not impossible. 
The reason is that there is no solutions available to the associated HJB equations for 
problems of highly nonlinear and non-convex nature. 
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis addressed the stable inversion problem ajid its applications to output 
tracking control for various robotic systems. Main contributions were presented from 
Chapter 3 to Chapter 7. 
A minimum energy property was established in Chapter 3 for stable inverses. It 
claimed that out of infinitely many possible inverse solutions, the one provided by the 
stable inversion process is the only one that heis finite energy mezisured by Cii—oo. +oo)-
nonn. Based on this property, a numerical procedure was developed to provide an 
approach to construct stable inverses. The algorithm is based on constructing and 
solving an optimal control problem minimizing control input energy. The algorithm wzis 
applied in Chapter 7 for motion control of a flexible space robot. 
Output tracking control design was addressed in Chapter 4. The design incorporates 
stable inverses into a dead-beat tracking controller. Tracking performance was analyzed 
via stemdard Lyapunov arguments. Furthermore, uncertainties were also considered 
and assumed to satisfy the "matching conditions". A modified controller structure weis 
presented for those systems with such uncertainties. The robust tracking performance 
weis adso discussed. 
From Chapter 5 to Chapter 7 three applications of the tracking control design devel­
oped in Chapter 4 to various robotic systems were studied. Whereas tracking control of 
a single-link flexible-joint robot system weis designed in Chapter 5, Chapter 6 dealt with 
tip trajectory tracking of a two-link flexible memipulator. A space robot system without 
usage of any reaction wheels or attitude control jets was considered in Chapter 7. For 
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such a system, an optimal motion control problem with trajectory planning was solved 
using stable inversion and optimization technique. 
The work presented in this thesis is just the beginning towards the objective of 
designing output tracking control systems using stable inversion for various robotic sys­
tems. There «ire many issues related to the area addressed in this thesis that require a 
deeper study. These issues may include: 
• Extending stable inversion to those systems without a weU-defined relative degree 
or their zero dynaxnics does not have a hyperbolic equilibriimi point at the origin; 
• Further exploring the energy property of stable inverses within a finite time horizon 
ajid the relationship between stable inversion and energy optimail control problems: 
• Extending the stable inversion approach to allow more generaJ reference output 
trajectories such as those having no compact support or those generated by ex-
osystems on [0, oo); 
• Defining and constructing robust stable inverse solutions for systems with various 
uncertfiinties or those subjected to disturbances; 
• Real time implementing of tracking controllers using stable inversion is an inter­
esting issue to explore due to the non-causality of the inverse control signals; 
• Constructing a more efficient numerical procedure to solve for stable inverses which 
includes solving the two-point boundary value problems with instability existing 
in both positive and negative time directions; 
• Extending the robotic models currently considered to include deformation due to 
other effects such as shear strain cind rotary inertia and to allow three dimensional 
motion. 
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APPENDIX A AN ITERATIVE ALGORITHM 
The key to obtaining the stable inverse pair xj and Ud is to solve for a bounded and 
convergent 77^ from equations (2.29)-(2.30), the two-point boundary value problem. An 
iterative approach by Chen [9] to such a solution was developed which is presented in 
detail in this appendix for references. 
In each iteration, the differential equation (2.29) is linearized along the solution 
obtained from the previous iteration to yield equation (A.l). The stable eigenspace E' 
and the unstable eigenspace E" of the zero dynamics corresponding to (A.l) are used for 
the boundary conditions instead of W «md W". We thus obtain a linear time-varying 
two-point boimdaxy value problem at this iteration: 
Tj =  A [ t )T} +  B { t ) ,  (A.l) 
subject to 
77(^0) € E", and Ti{tf)eE'. (A.2) 
The boundary condition (.A..2) can be characterized by two equality conditions. To 
do this, let matrix Xsito) (Vj(fo)) contain the real right (left) eigenvectors and the 
generalized eigenvectors of A{to) associated with eigenvalues having negative real parts, 
and Xuito) (V^(fo)) contain those cissociated with eigenvalues having positive real paxts. 
Then, we have 
y\ito) 
Yuito) 
.4(<o) [ A',(fo) XM 
J s { i o )  O  
O  J u i i o )  
(A.3) 
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where Js{to) and Ju{io) are the corresponding real Jordan canonical forms of the stable 
and unstable subspaces respectively. In particular, from (A.3) we have 
Ysito)A{to)XM = O. (A.4) 
On the other hand, the condition T){ to )  € E" can be characterized by T]{ to )  expressed as 
a linear combination of unstable right eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors. That 
is, 
T]{to) = Xu(^o)2^„ (A.5) 
for some vector z^. Combining (A.5) with (A.4) yields an equivalent equality condition 
for T]{to) 6 E": 
CMto) = 0, (A.6) 
where 
C,1^'v;(fo)A(<o). (A.7) 
A similar derivation a.t t = tj can be made to replace € E' by 
where 
CuTlitf) = 0, (A.8) 
(A.9) 
The linear problem (A.l), (A.6)-(A.9) is then solved and the solution is taken to 
be the new approximation of the current iteration. The iteration continues until the 
solutions in the adjacent two iterations are satisfactorily close to each other. Solving 
the boundary value problem in (.A..1), (A.6)-(A.9) is done following a technique from 
linear-quadratic optimal control and is carried out in the following steps. 
First, apply a change of state variable: 
•"
 
1 • 1 • 
1 * 
(A.IO) 
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Since CgT} = 0 in (A.6) characterizes the unstable eigenspace of the zero dynamics, 
therefore Ci = Cat} is, roughly speaJdng, the stable paxt of rj. Similarly, C2 = CuTl is the 
unstable part. The inverse traiisformation is given by 
V = 
Cs 
-1 
C=[r, r. ] 
CI 
C2 
(A.ll) 
Differentiating Ci and (^2 using equations (A.lO)-(A.ll) and (A.l), we get 
Cl — •^ll(^)Cl + Ai2(t)(2 + 
(2 — -^2l(0Cl + •^22(0C2 + B2{t)i 
(A.12) 
(A.13) 
and the boundary conditions in (A.6)-(A.9) become Ci(^o) = 0 and (^2{if) = 0. It is 
worth pointing out that Ci(^o) = 0 «uid equation (A.12) form an initial value problem 
while (^2{ij) = 0 and equation (A.13) form a final value problem. However, these two 
problems are coupled. 
The second step is to decouple the (^1 and C2 dynamics. Since ^'1 and C2 satisfy a pair 
of linear differentiaJ equations, their solutions are aJso linearly related. That is. 
C 2 ( i )  =  S { t ) < ; i { t )  +  ( T { t ) ,  
for some functions 5(^) and cr(i) with suitable final value conditions 
(A.14) 
S { t f )  =  0  and a { t f )  =  0 .  
Differentiating both sides of equation (A.14) yields 
(A.15) 
Q 2 { t )  =  S { t M t )  +  S { t ) U t )  +  H t ) -
Substituting the values of Ci and C2 from (A.12) «Lnd (A.13) and comparing the coeffi­
cients of Ci(0 
5(0 = .421(0 + ^22(05(0 - S { t ) A n i t )  -  S { t ) A i 2 { t ) S { i ) ,  (A.16) 
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^ t )  =  [ A 2 o { t )  -  S { t ) A i 2 { t ) W { t )  +  [ B 2 { t )  -  S { t ) B i { t ) l  (A.17) 
with final conditions specified in equation (A. 15). 
The third step is backward and forward integrations. Since equation (A. 16) contains 
o n l y  k n o w n  f u n c t i o n s  e x c e p t  S { t ) ,  i t  c a j i  b e  i n t e g r a t e d  b a c k w E i r d  i n  t i m e  t o  g e t  S { t ) .  
Once this is done, equation (A.17) can edso be integrated backward in time to solve for 
cr{t). With S{t) and cr(i) as known functions, equation (A.12) can be rewritten as 
Ci(0 = [-^11(0 + -^i2(0'^(0]Ci(0 + Bi{t) + Ai2{t)cr{t), (A.18) 
and it can be integrated forward in time with Ci(^o) = 0 to obtain Ci(0- With these, the 
algebrciic equation (A.14) can be used to obtain C2(0-
The final step is to use the inverse transformation in equation (A.ll) to obtain 77(f) 
that will be the solution of the current iteration. 
It is worth pointing out that even though all stable inversion results are local and 
this appendix presents a local linearization approach to construct stable inverses, the 
stable inverse solutions can be, but do not have to be, always locally constructed. 
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APPENDIX B USEFUL LEMMAS AND THEOREMS 
Useful lemmas and theorems are quoted in this appendix. They axe from both theory 
of ordinary differential equations and nonlineax systems theory. See the corresponding 
references for proofs. 
Theorems from Theory of Differential Equations 
The following two theorems concerns local properties of solutions to a dynamical 
system near the origin. One deals with solutions inside stable or unstable manifolds of 
the origin. .Another one is about solutions on neither stable nor unstable manifold. The 
system is assumed to have a hyperbolic equilibriimi point at the origin. 
Theorem 10 (See Wiggins [63] for a proof.) Let W and W" be the local stable and 
unstable manifolds of a hyperbolic equilibrium point of a dynamical system. Then the 
solutions of the dynamic system with initial conditions in W® (respectively ) approach 
the equilibrium point at an exponential rate asymptotically as t +oo (respectively 
t —)• —oo). 
Let the origin be the hyperbolic equilibrium point of a dynamic system. Denote by 
B { h )  a  s p h e r i c a l  n e i g h b o r h o o d  w i t h  c e n t e r  a t  t h e  o r i g i n  a n d  r a d i u s  o f  h .  
Theorem 11 (See Miller and Michel [41] for a proof.) Let W and W" be the local 
stable and unstable manifolds of a hyperbolic equilibrium point of a dynamic system. 
Then there exists a > 0 (respectively 62 > 0) such that if {t,t]{t)) € R x B(<Ji) 
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(respectively R x ^(^2)) for some solution rj of the system but tj{t) ^ (respectively 
W"j, then t]{t) must leave the ball B{Si) (respectively B(S2)) at some finite time ti > t 
( r e s p e c t i v e l y  t 2  <  r ) .  
Theorems from Nonlinear Systems Theory 
Theorem 12 (See Khaiil [33] for a proof.) Let x = 0 be an equilibrium point for the 
nonlinear system 
x  =  f { t , x ) ,  (B.l) 
where f : [0, oo)xD —> R" is continuously differentiable, D = {x € R" | ||a:||2 < and 
the Jacobian matrix [df/dx] is bounded and Lipschitz on D, uniformly in t. Let 
OX (B.2) x=0 
Then, the origin is an exponentially stable equilibrium point for the nonlinear system, if 
and only if it is an exponentially stable equilibrium point for the linear system 
X  =  A { t ) x .  (B.3) 
The following result is the converse Lyapnnov theorem for the case when the origin 
is axi exponentially stable equilibrium point. 
Theorem 13 (See Khalil [33] for a proof.) Let x = 0 be an equilibrium point for the 
nonlinear system 
x  =  f { t , x ) ,  (B.4) 
where f : [0,oo)xP —>• R" is continuously differentiable, D = {x € R" | ||x||2 < r}, 
and the Jacobian matrix [df fdx] is bounded on D, uniformly in t. Let k, 7, and tq be 
positive constants with tq < "y/k. Let IDb = {x € R" | ||a:||2 < ^o}. Assume that the 
trajectories of the system satisfy 
II x i t )  II2 < k\\ xito) ||2e-^f'-'°^ Vx{io) € IDb, V t > t o > 0 .  (B.5) 
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Then, there is a function V : [0, cx5)x]Db —>• R that satisfies the inequalities: 
C l \ \ x { t )  | | = < \ / ( f , x ) < C 2 | | x ( 0 l l l  
^ ^ -Call x(0 11^, 
< C4||a:(i)||2 
for some posit i v e  c o nstants Ci, cj, C3 and C4. 
(B.6) 
(B.7) 
(B.8) 
Consider the system 
X  =  f ( t , x )  +  g { t , x ) ,  (B.9) 
as a perturbation of the nominal system 
X  =  f { t , x ) .  (B.IO) 
The following Lyapunov-like theorem is very useful in deaiing with such perturbed sys­
tems with non-vanishing perturbation g{t, 0) ^ 0. 
Theorem 14 (See Khaiil [33] for a proof.) Let P = {x € R | ||x|| < r} and the 
map f : [0, 00) xD —)• R" be piecewise continuous in t and locally Lipschitz in x. Let 
V : [0, 00) X D —> R 6e a continuously differentiable function such that 
Oi(l|x(0ll2)< V-(i,x)<a2(||x(OI|2), 
^ ^ -«^3(|| x{t) II2), V||x(f)||2 > /^ > 0, 
(B.ll) 
(B.12) 
'it > 0, Vx 6 P, where Qii-), Q:2(')' oisC") class tC functions defined on [0, r) and 
fi < a2'(Q:i(r)). Then, there exists a class ICC function /?(•,•) and a finite ti such that 
x i t )  II2 < ( 3 { \ \  x { t o )  I I 2 ,  t  -  f o ) ,  V f o  <  <  <  t i .  
3^(0 II2 < or (°^2(/^)), V<>fi, 
(B.13) 
(B.14) 
I l l  
V|| x(<o) II2 < orjMoreover, if all the assumptions hold with r = 00, that is 
D = R", and ai(-) belongs to class mathcalKca, ihen inequalities (B.13)-(B.14) hold for 
any initial state x(to). Furthermore, if ai{r) = for some positive constants ki and 
c, then /3{r,s) = A;rexp(—75) tuith k = [k^/kiY^'^ and 7 = [kzlk2<^-
The following theorem deals with the perturbed system (B.9) when the origin of the 
nominal system (B.IO) is exponentially stable. 
Theorem 15 (See Khalil [33] for a proof.) Let x = 0 be an exponentially stable equi­
librium point of the nominal system (B.IO). Let V{t,x) be a Lyapunov function of the 
nominal system that satisfies (B.6)-(B.8) in [0, oo)xD, where D = {x G R" | ||x||2 < r}. 
Suppose the perturbation term g{t^x) satisfies 
II x )  \ \ 2 < S  <  —./^0r, (B.15) 
C4 V C2 
for all t > 0, X € D, and some positive 9 < I. Then, for all || x(io) II2 < ~ 
solution of the perturbed system x{t) satisfies 
||x(0 II2 < A:exp{-7[^ - fo]}||a;(fo) II2, V<o < f < fi, (B.16) 
and 
|lx(0||2<6, (B.17) 
for some finite ti, where 
V ci 2c2 C3]] Ci 9 
The following lemma is known as the Barbalat's lemma. 
Lemma 5 (See Khalil [33] for a proof.) Let (f) : R K be a uniformly continuous 
function on [0,00). Suppose that 
lim f 4>(T)dT (B.19) 
t-¥00 JQ 
exists and is finite. Then, 
4>{t) —>•0 as t 00. (B.20) 
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APPENDIX C INERTIA MATRIX FOR SPACE ROBOTS 
In this appendix, detailed ajid complete description of system inertia matrix M{xb)  
for the flexible space robot studied in Chapter 7 is given. 
Notations and Definitions 
A list of system's parameters is as follows: 
16,: inertia of rigid hub of the ith link, z = l,2, 
me,; tip mass of the xth link, i = 1,2, 
iig: moment of inertia of spacecraft about its mass center. 
For the convenience of notations, we define the following variables for all z = 1 and 
2: 
and matrices Ni of dimensions two by one, iV,+2 of two by one. Mi of two by two where 
their elements are given by 
/,•: length of the zth link, 1 = 1,2, 
e,: product of area moment of inertia and Young's Modulus, z = l,2. 
Pi". mass per unit length of the zth link, i = l,2, 
rrij;^: total mass of spacecraft. 
(C.2) 
Pi ik d. (C.3) 
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where 
p' = Pi + m^.S(z{ - l{). (C.4) 
We cilso define 
62 '= 02 + CuC/i)?!! + 0'i2(^)912i (C.O) 
f i { - )  =  h c o s { - ) - - d s m ( - ) ,  f 2 { - )  =  h c o s { - )  +  d s m { - ) ,  /3(-) =-/isin(-)+<^cos(-), (C.6) 
where h is the distance between the mass center of spacecraft and the rigid hub of link 
one in the horizontal direction of spacecraft body frame, and d is that in the vertical 
direction of the body frame. 
System Inertia Matrix 
The inertia matrix M { t p )  is given by M { t ^ )  = UM{rp)U'^ where 
U = 
I3 0 0 
O I2 0 
O 83 u 
B . =  
0 0 0 0 
^11(^1) 0 0 
(C.7) 
and M { i p )  is positive definite symmetric and its elements are given by: 
^11 = "Ixo + "^ri + "Zxj, 77112 = 0, 
iniz = -[mi, + ]/2(0o) - [jyi + ] cos(0o + ^ l) - iy^ cos(0o + di+ ^ 2), 
fhi4 = —[iy, + mij/i ] cos(0o + ^1) — iy2 COS {0Q + ^1 + 6 2 ) ,  
mi5 = -iy^ cos(0o + + ^2), 
[mi6 77117] = -[NJ + TUr^aiili) ] cos(0o + ^ 1), 
[77113 77119] = —NJ COS{9o + ^ 1 + ^ 2)1 
m22 = rrixo + 77ix, + 
m23 = [TTII, + mx2 ]/3(^o) - [zy, + m^Ji ] sin(0o + ^i) - J'vj sin(0o + + ^2), 
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^24 = -[iy, + ] sin(0o + ^ i) - in sin(0o + + ^ 2), 
m25 = -iy2 sin(0o + + ^ 2), 
[fh26 ^27] = -[NI + m:„2<7i(/i)]sm(0o + ^ i), 
[77128 ^29] = -NJ sin(0o + + ^ 2); 
77^33 — Ixo + ^ rj + ix-i + ib\ + ib^ + TTlxi [ + <^^ ] + TTlij -{• (P^ + ^ 1 ] "t" 
+2[zyj + rrixjli ]/i(0i) + 22yj/i(0i + 62) + 22yj/i cos 02? 
77I34 I'xi "t" ^12 '^12^1 "i" [ ^ J/1 "f" ]yi(^l) 
+^V2/l(^l "I" ^2) + 2Zyj/i COS52, 
^^35 = ^r2 + ^62 + ^ 2) + ^2, 
[7T136 ^37] = yVi^ +'TZx2^<''I(^) + [^J +"2r2<^l(^l) 1/1(^1) + «y2<^l(^) COS 02 
[7^38 7^39] = ^2 ^4 COS 02 + fli^l + ^ 2); 
^44 = ixi + ixi + hi + ^62 + rUxJl + 2iyj/i cos O2, 
[fh46 77147] = Ni + mxj/i<ri(/i) + 2y2cri(/i)cos02, 
[7^48 77149] = N2 + I^ Jll COS 02; 
77255 — 2x2 ^621 [^^56 ^^57] ~ ^y2^l (^1) COS 02i 
m66 ^67 ^ ^ 77168 ^69 
= Ml +7n^jCr^(/l)flri(/i), 
^^76 '^TT 77178 ^^79 
n^45 = «i2 + »fr2 + ^V2^1 COS 02, 
[77158 77159] = N J -
= (jJ{li)Nj cos 02; 
77188 '^89 
77198 *^99 
= M, 
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